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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
TRUTH TRIUMPHS.
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RE-SOLVE-

Fe Citizen
Testify for the
Public Benefit.
REAL THING
A truthful statement of a Santa Fe
How le Avoid Thote Paint and Distress
citizen, given in his own words,
Which to Many Mother Have Suffered.
should convince the most skeptical
THE
VALLEY
THINK
MIMBRES
PEOPLE
SO,
about the merits of Dean's Kidney
Pills, if you suffer from backache,
ALSO FRUIT GROWS IN LUXURY-Tnervousness, sleeplessness,
urinary
disorders or any form of kidney Ills,
TOPICS IN HUSTLING DEMING.
use a tested kidney medicine.
A Santa Fe citizen tells of Doan's
Denting, X. M Sept. 4. "I'm ready
Kidney Pills.
Could you demand more convinc- to pin my faith on alfalfa and hogs,"
remarked Paul .1. Case, one of the
ing proof of merit?
Tomas Baca, Oerrillos St., Santa most successful and resourceful farm
Fe, N. Mex., sayB: "Backache annoy- ers in the 'Minibres valley, and then
ed me off and on for two years. Al- he went on to say that he has alreudy
on which
some 45 fine Dm
though I never had to lay off from he is
making good his statement. Mr.
work, some days I worked when I
acrea of dnd
didn't feel able. It was a question of Case says ,llat with
bearing the trouble the best way I luiiu a uuiu uiuu piitui tu lane cart:inde-01
It Jr a pity nmrp women lo not know of
could. One box of Doan's Kidney it, any intelligent farmer may be
M
Fiii'ml.
Ilrre Is a remedy tlmt
Pills relieved me and I was well for pendent. He suggests 21) acres for al- Hie nuiselen,
iiablen Uiem to ixjmih1 without
ii;y Mniin uHi the lipmients and eimliJes
six months. Hard work In the mines falfa, fifteen for maize and fifteen for v.uneu
to
Rt
tlmiiitfh
maternity without pain,
wheat of the winter variety.
With u,
iikch, imiriiinK slcknesM or any ff the dreaiknl
brought on another attack of the this
!iiHonw so familiar to many mother.
20 good
will
combination
he
take
trouble, but that was entirely cured brood sows
is no looiisb diet to harass the mind.
and by farrowing twice a TVThere
tlioujfhtft do not dwell um jmin and
I
by Doan's Kidney Pills. I have recwill raise
280 iv lintr. Jitr all sneh are avoided. Thousanda of
like
year,
ommended them before and my faith
.mien no IiMifr
tliemsolvex
to ihe
rvm
that nicknews and dlHtrvus are natural.
in their merit is just as strong as pige each year. After weaning these ti.t'Uirht
They know Ivetter. for in Mother's Friend thev
little follows will be put into alfalfa h.ive
found n wonderful, penet rutins reuiedy to
ever."
all those dreaded experiemvs.
they weigh about 150 pounds, tuH'Ish
For sale by all dealers. Price BO until
It is
wuhjeet every woman should be
.,tn..
...i,,'..!.
i...i...,i
with, and wm thouuh she may not rwiuire
p
"'!..... ...in
cents.
"u'1'".
Co., Buffalo,
.rii
a
remedy, nlie will now and then meet
1,11,0 mali!e
ma
"
rk'
"l,en
,lle
Home imswetlYe mother to whom a word in
2(M),
,0,
New York, sole agents for the United
off at from time uhnut Motiier'H Friend will come as a wony can 1)8 eaa,1J'
States
ThiH famons remedv Is sold
derful hlewKiwr.
5
000
$4
h
or
than
it.v all driiL'Klnt, and
better
la only $1.00 'a hottle.
i
nanie-DoROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Remember
!f the bunch. Mr. Case
the
In for external
unn only, and is realty worth
It
two
that
says
it Meijfht in giihl.
to (lie Brad
Write
land take no other.
men can very easily take care of all (). Id Ketrulator .k.. 127 Lamar Uldg., Atlanta
'The West Point of the Southwest.
moat valuable book,
the work and have time to look after Ga., fur
the necessary gardening, etc. Mr.
VIRGINIA BEAN
Ranked as "Distinguished
of schools, becomes a valuable
Case is at present putting out winter flit
Institution " by the U S.
TO GIUE CONCERT wheat on which tn nast.ure small member of this board. The Deming
board will have direct charge of the
War Department.
HERE
IO p'K8 in
spring. He will a,lso in erection of an
outlying school building
;
crease his acreage in allalta to accoin-Located In the beautiful Pecos
the
in the Red Mountain precinct,
modate
his
He
Valley. !, 700 feet above sea level,
says
pig
proposition.
The
are
the
contract for which has already been
press notices a red
following
sunshine every day. Open air
in the Sunshine
does
better
hog
and letters received by Miss Virginia
practicaMy decided upon.
work throughout the entire sesState than either white or black.
liean, well known in Santa Fe, who
sion.
Conditions for physical
At a meeting of the board of editE.
Foulks.
Postmaster
William
v ill give a concert hei'e on September
and mental development are
ration u was decided to establish a
whose
fine
is
orchard
the
admiration
found
IDEAL such as cannot be
10.
of all Deming visitors, is putting iu'Hiair of journalism in order to be in
elsewhere in America. FourMarshalllown, la., Nov. 15, 1911.
an underground silo to take care ot harmony with the best universities of
teen officers and instructors, all
l ne position or instmc- Ile country,
My Dear Miss Bean:
25 tons of green stuff.
graduates from standard East
After hearing you play I think you
Ten buildings,
em colleges.
The Little Vineyards company is al- ",r nas een ottered to air. uiyae ii.ari
have every reason to be proud of your so putting lu two very large silos of
modern In every respect.
rormeriy or ine ivansas sxar. more
You have the touch r sin- - the underground type that will hold recently of the Santa Fe New Mexican
progress.
Begsnta
cerity in your work that makes foi ISO tons each. This enterprising com- and at present editor and owner of
E. A. CAHOON, President.
artistic success. 1 certainly expect to pany is also enlarging Its two other the Deming Graphic. M1 Ely has acJ. E. RHEA,
cepted and will begin his duties Nosee you mount the ladder of fame and silos to hold ISO tons each.
3. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
vember 8th. at which time an elabor1
JOHN W. PCI, Secretary.
it
honest
endeavor
and
have
"For
consecutive
by
accomplish
years
eight
ate program will mark the opening of
W. A. F1NLAY.
natural talent.
noticed the
excellency school.
The faculty has been com-- ,
With every wish for your success, of Bartlett pears, and the absolute cer
r Far particulars and Illustrated
the election of Miss Esther
by
pleted
F.
full
address,
believe me,
crop," remarked
tainty of a
Iv
Wvinan tliw wpII knnwn nd sue- Livingston of Chicago, and Alice FernEver sincerely,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.
PPKKfnl miner
hn l divine- hie fin!- - Donaldson, of Missouri, to the POSiJOHN PHIUP SOl'SA
llars out of the Victoro range. Mr.tIons of domestic science and
.Miss Virginia Bean,
of ml,slc nd drawing respective
testimony is corroborated l'801,
El Paso, Texas.
a ilarge number of people who are
ly
The Deming hoard of education has
l&rrnwinir
i
-- nn -n smut
ti rraso ,nave a cimncei"
" Riirtlett npnrn
oeiuuni uue hi
a a's0 a
knnwn fail jn.,.j
t,"...s
to welcome so many of her favorite lsca'efor instrumental' music when given
that the Mimbres valley is one of th its
musicians in a single evening.
of
schools
outside
:ew
music
teach- the
places on the western continent ers w,, 1,8 ve receivedby the
.hiss v.rgima Hean piayeu me
approval
or
choice
variety
e
Drdla Souvenir so truly and so
'V'f
nu,Ilof the boal.d
- ,. '
.......
A new cement, walk will
ly that the audience demanded more
be laid
PHONE 85 MAIN.
of her fascinating music and with her
around the block containing the new
to
an
acre
of
Irish
King
WHOLESALE
plant
ground
violin she Interpreted Dvorak's
school, f?. E. Blevins being the
L
potatoes in October, on the basis that high
successful bidder.
with much spirit and skill.
liiB volunteer potatoes are fully equal
"Miss Bean's mother herself an to those
Senator C J. Laughren entertained
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
planted in the spring.
accomplished violinist and pianist perProf. O. W. Pausch, Pd. B B. S., a company of gentlemen at dinner last
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
formed the difficult role of accom- the new instructor in manual training, evening complimentary to his friend,
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
panist. Dvorak number, by the way, has arrived to enter upon his duties J. Parke Channlng, a mining man of
international reputation.
was written after the composers so- next week. He is a
The fine
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
graduate of the
journ in this country and Swanee University of CSaltt'ornia and a musi- spread was laid at the Harvey House.
Montezuma Ayenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
Frank Green, the well known local
River melody is Introduced into the cian of note.
piano accompaniment in the same Frank Barrett has just brought in a druggist, has contracted with the
humorous way Yankee Doodle is used jfine
well a short distance Home p,ot company for a modern
room uungalow to be erected on platin his tremendous American sympony. south of the city.
"Miss Bean plays the cello as well as
The Denning board of education has inum avenue, near the residence of
the violin and her music is always decided to have all schools open at Carl Peugh.
Mrs. 'Curtis Rambo
!') instead of 9 o'clock, as hereto
narrowly es- pleasing.'' Kl 1'aso Herald.
fore,
jcaped death by being caught in the
on the Rambo ranch near
Deiqing is very glad to welcome .1.
AUTO ASSOCIATION
:lt. Holcomb. a prominent attorney of To,a. Her clothing was entirely town
and
received several injuries
RmiTHlDFRT jllattlfisburg, Miss., who comes with! of
'.'
before she could be released from her
ROUND TRIP EXCURSION FARE
WflY DC rORwiCU jlcased the beautiful suburban estate perilous position.
Frank Cox, a well known ranch
owned by F. tt. Rodolf.
to man and a hog raiser near Hondale,
Miss Lotta Hull has returned
The organizaAlbuquerque, Sept.
was fright fu,tjy burned when his gasotion of a Southwestern
Automobile Trinidad to resume her position in the
line engine exploded in some unknown
is a suggestion
association
from high school after having spent the
Mr. and manner, setting fire to the engine
summer with her parents,
.Mayor Sellers.
house which was completely destroyThe association, according to his Mrs. T. Seth Hull.
G. E. Hull is spending a two weeks' ed. Medical attendance was called at
Dlans. would
include Xew Mexico.
once, but the case is thought to be a
Texas and Arizona. The mavor will .vacation in Denver.
cBerryman. a retired naval very serious one.
call a meeting after the state fair. Oc- - ('clACCOUNT OF
tober
asking automobUists fromjomcer' who for man' vears lias bpen
Prominent figure in Washington, has SHAKE
the three states to meet for organiza-iINTO YOUR
SHOES
contracted with the Home Plot
ofil"8t
He
tion.
will
leave
selection
the
COLORADO-NE- W
beauti-bi
of
a
the place of meeting to the automo- - company for the erection
Allen's
the antiseptic pow'f"' s'x room bungalow, modern in ev- - der. It relieves
lists
painful, smarting, tenof
nervous
The reliability run from El Paso to ery respect, and with everything
feet, and instantly takes
the
.latest design. This residence der,
the sting out of corns and bunions. It's
Albuquerque state fair week has pro- wil) very
be erected on Granite avenue, opNew
the greatest comfort discovery of the
moted kindred interests between
the fine new home just comMexico and western Texas automobU- posite
makes tight or
age. Allen's
M. W. DePuy.
by
pleted
the
new shoes feel easy. It is a certain
in
ists. El J'asoans are interested
Brow'n and wife and Ira Baker
T.
J.
Date of Sale, Sept. 21 to 25, '13, inclusive.
relief for sweating, callous, swollen,
auto association
plans for a
and probably the entire El Paso as- have just returned from an extended tired, aching feet. Always use it to
was
in
Mr.
Brown
California.
sojourn
sociation would become members of
Break in New Shoes. Try it today
Return Limit, Sept. 29th.
feeling pretty blue over the depressed Scld everywhere, 25 cents. Don't acthe larger organization.
of
where
coast
condition
the
country,
With El Paso taking the lead, autoFor FREE trial
cept any substitute.
mobUists of other western Texas cit ho reports not less than 3500 people ppekage, address Allen S. Olmsted,
one
His
spirits Le Roy, X. Y.
community.
ies would join. Not very' many mem- leaving
bers could be expected from eastern were vpry much brightened, however,
from
one
saw
the
farmers
he
as
of
Texas, of course, owing to the distance
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
from the large cities in Xew Mexico his big ranch driving in with a load
Do
?
and Arizona. A large membership could of as fine melons as he ever saw.
'Miss Jessie Lawrence,
who has
be expected from Arizona. The
Yes
highway move has brought been the guest of her cousin, Was
YOU
the Xew Mejico and Arizona autoists Waddill, has returned to Las Cruces.
W. O. Grace reports a 30 acre piece
together.
Do you ride on a local train
The perfecting of such an organi of cane eight feet itall, without any
THIRTY-THIR- D
when you can get a fast ex
whatever.
states
the
three
irrigation
by
undoubtedly
sation
press?
would be valuable to the good roads
Harry F. Baldwin, of EJ Paso, was
Do you write when the telemovement as well as to the automo- - greeting old friends here Saturday.
bilists personally. It also would assist
The cement foundation
for the
phone is at hand?
tn the staging of road races and re- - Methodist parsonage is completed and
Do you walk
when a fast
liability runs, such as the El Paso and ready for the brick work.
street car Is available?
association
have
planAlbuquerque
Balp c EIy has raised the firgt
Do you light your house with
ned between these cities.
Graa8 ever piaJ,ted in
,crop of
candles when you can use electhe valley, and it is an unqualified
$100 Reward, $100.
tricity?
The readers of this paper will be success. It is his purpose to plant
CERTAINLY NOT.
pleased to learn that there is at least a much larger acreage next year.
one dreaded disease that science has
But
The Farmers Oil company broke the
been able to cure in all its stages, and record Saturday by loading IS barrels
Do you get the full service out
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure ie and a .123 gallon tank in the brief pe6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 1913.
of this your favorite daily newslf
the only positive cure now known to riod of one and
hours. Co- paper?
tMIIIHIMMIItllll
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being operation among the farmers is prov- Do you know that the
a constitutional disease, requires a ing very profitable. .
news of the day, the social
treatment.
Hall's
constitutional
Each Department Overflowing With
Prof. G. G. Crichett has returned
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, act- from an extended trip through Arizevents, the sports, the disasters
are only one side of It?
ing directly upon the blood and mu- ona, He says he1 likes Xew Mexico
cous surfaces of the system, there- best, and Deming best of all.
Do you realize that often the
by destroying the foundation of the
Hon. Hugh H. Williams, chairman
of most immediate and
things
and giving the patient of the state
disease,
IIHIIIMHIIIHllll
corporation commission,
personal interest to you are told
strength by building up the constitu- accompanied by Dr. L. F. Murray of
in the advertising?
tion and assisting nature in doing Ha Santa Fe, were in the city this week
ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO
The advertising
columns of
work. The proprietros have so mucb to visit Mrs. Williams, who is regainTHE SANTA FE NEW MEXIfaith in its curative powers that they ing her health at Faywood Hot Spring.
CAN are as much a creature of
offer One Hundred Dollars for any The Luna County High School Board
case that it fails to cure. Send for iist for Deming has just been organized
public service as the telephone
of testimonials.
or fast express.
by the election of O. H. Cooper, presiAddress F. J. CHEXEY & CO., To- dent: Senator C. J. Laughren. vice
They bring Opportunity to
ledo. Ohio.
president: AVillard E. Halt, secretary.
threshold Open the door
your
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Under the provisions of the law
and let him in.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
creating county high schools, Miss
Grace G. Goebel, county superintend- Santa

True Rocky Ford
Cantaloupes
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IT 15. A PICNIC TO

SHOP AT
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GOODTHINdS AT
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Butter, 2 lbs. 65c
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GROCERY GO.

wifit-i-

PHONE. 40

Huf--

some-ihin-
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NEW MEXICO

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

THE GOOD DIE YOUNG, NO MATTER HOW LONG THEY LIVE. GOOD
IS THE BEST; IT LAoTS FOR A LIFETIME. WHEN YOU
HARDWARE
NEED HARDWARE COME TO US AND BUY. YOU WILL GET THE
GOOD KIND, THAT'S THE KIND WE ARE SELLING. IT IS A PICNIC
FOR YOU TO BUY HERE; WE KNOW OUR STOCK AND CAN WAIT
ON YOU PROMPTLY, AND YOU CAN DEPEND ON ONE THING
THE PRICE WILL BE RIGHT.

fami-Il-

Foster-Milbur-

'
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WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
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"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
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METH
a
most
ImpoElectricity plays
rtant part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
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CAPITAL COAL YARD

.

N THESE DAYS OF MODERN
ODS.

for father, mother and children. Qood light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be

,!

desired.

sweet-!wner-

,

IAUAJ
W WWW

POWER

Huin-oresqu-

OTHINQ
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Denver & Rio Grande R.R.

tF

I

Santa Fe to Durango, Colorado,

$13.15

SO CONVEN- -

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
for
hurried breakfast, your vacuthe
ready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to, cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

4-
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IS QUITE

SANTA FE WATER

LIGHT CO.

a

MEXICO

Foot-Eas-

Foot-Eas-

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,

Vou

We Mean

1

ANNUAL

MEXICO STATE FAIR

i

Albuquerque, N M.,

i
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TO EASTFRN POINTS VIA

e
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I NEW

MM

W

FAIR AND INDIAN CARNIVAL

Central and

New Mexico
SANTA

El

Paso

&

Southwestern.

The

East

Best
Route

or

West

For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
H GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
0r EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.
L.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

OCTOBER

one-ha-

j
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Splendid Attractions.

FRANK A. STORTZ, MANAGER;

,4i

..

t-

-

ST

I

FE TO CLOUDCROFT, N. M., AND RETURN, $12.10.

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and tbe Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
104 DON

0A5PER ST.

Telephone 9 W

MULLIGAN & RISING.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

fi-i-

Day or Night Phone, 130 Maia.

Next Door to Postofflce.

1

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

MODESTV DID NOT

HEAUY FINESFOR

STOP BURGLAR
Chicago, Sept.
never-to-let-g- o

a burglar

4.

A

massive-jawed-

,

bulldog, named I'hyUis.
a pair of ripless trousers

and Walter Kelly, wielding a shillalah
of huge porportions, staged a fetching
at Kelly's home.
8t
As a grand finale, the burglar, panting hut pantless. leaped over a
and escaped.
Kelly was awakened by a noise to
see a tall stranger rilling a dresser.
Cnafraid, he seized his trusty sliillalah and grasped the burglar by the
back of the coat. The man proved
too strong for him and broke away,
dashing into (he yard.
Then Phyllis got on the job. Rushing from her Uennel she grasped the
situation and also the seat of the burglars trousers. The dog was anchored to the kennel, trousers anchored
to dog, burglar anchored to trousers
ripless trousers. Big irate man with
big stick was tumbling neraer, yelling vengeance. Struggle as he might,
the burglar couldn't free himself from
the steel-tragrip of Phyllis and she
couldn't let go. no not even if it thundered.
It was no time to think of modesty.
Unfastening and slipping out of his
ripless trousers the thief jumped over
the fence. After several minutes Kelly
crossed coaxed Phyllis to let him have
the trousers which are in possession
of the police, as a clue to the pantless
burglar.

back-fenc- e
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THE SLIT SKIRTS

from bis trip south.

Several other Sanla Feans are expected to attend the meeting and efforts will be made to get them to join
in Hie party.
Mr. Hunker, from Las Vegas, has
expressed a desire to join the party at
the .Meadow City. Other motorists
'"''
JoI,l

MOTORISTS TO MEET

Cincinnati, Sept. I. A conglomeraON SATURDAY
of testimony on the styles in wo-- I
men's clothing which jar on the esthe- tic taste of city officials, was offered
ALL THOSE WHO WISH TO GO TO
!in Municipal Court In the case of
Gibson and Eva King, young girls
FAMOUS TAOS DANCE, SEPTEM-- !
claiming Marquette, Iowa, as their
.
in- -!
De
arrested
were
by
The girls
Jhome.
OtK JU, AKt INVIItU IU
on
tective Patrick Hayes
loitering
PLANS IN R. P. ERVIEN'S OFFICE,
charges after having resided for a few
days at (ill!) Mound Street.
"My attention was directed to these
.Motorists who are planning to make
girls by detective Wagner, who lives
;
near them, and says he has complaints the trip to Taos to see the famous
from his neighobrs concerning their diim dance and celebration on Sepdoings,'' Hayes staled.
tember ;0 are invited to meet at 3;. 'lit
"They appeared on the street in p. m.
Saturday at the office of 11. P.
short skirts and green silk hose a
in the state capitol.
Krvien
Albert.
Detective
ago,"
Wagner
testilled.
The object of the meeting is to as-saw them on Central certain the names of those w ho w ill
"Vesterday
avenue in slit skirls with a long slit," go on the trip so that arrangements
Probation Officer Annette Mann
may be made in advance, not only in
mapping out the route but providing
we
"Oh.
have heaps of money, the hotel accommodations.
defendants
chorused,
judge," the
The Santa Keans who have already
whereupon they were fined $ r 0 and signified their intention of going are
costs each, amounting to $$110, by
jthe following: R. I'. Rrvien in a
Municipal .ludge Fricke.
iBuick; James A. French in his Ab-- I
in a
S. 0. Cartwright
Haynes tar; Harry Lee, L. O. Moore
land Arthur Seligtnan in their Cadil
CHICHESTER
lacs; Judge Hiinna is an Overland;
vrc-- v
lilt AMI. A
d mi Aftk Tour ItriiKulHl for i
Mr. Emblem in a Buiek and S. Spitz
t
I'lumiiiid Itrnnd
T. C. de Baca
in a Chalmer-Oetroit- .
I'IIIm in lied Ami Uultt
tmxes, scaled with Blue Kitition.
will make the trip in his Ford car.
lake no other liny or your
CHI. I
JirugatMt.
IHAjToNIt ItKANIt I'll, I S, forCA
U. S. District Judge William H. Pope
vejrs known as Best,
Always cH.ii It
is also expected to join the motor parSill? DV "wr.r.iQTS E'WWIifcR
ty provided that he returns in time

tion

In--

few-day-

!

WE

SHOULD

FIGHT

TH
present plan is 'to ieavo Santa
Fe Saturday evening September 2i
motors traveling in pairs, with
Each e'.cnr- i log and map
land the running time so that accidents may be avoided.
II is planned to take an extra car
with a mechanician lo look after any
punctures or breaks.
Said a motorist this afternoon: "Let
ah enthusiasts be at the meeting Satafternoon. This is to be one of
the tinest trips, ever planned."
j

IZTto

-

-

I

suple-niente-

S PILLS
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Let us Raise

ANOTHER

QUAKE

IS

REPORTED AT MESSINA.
Messina. Sept. 4. Another slight
earthquake was fell here this morning
mid cerated a fresh panic among the
inhabitants. The shock lasted five
seconds.
Facing a Serious Proposition
The man or woman who has kidney
trouble is facing a serious proposition,
where grave complications readily follow neglect. Foley Kidney Fills are
an honest curative medicine that once
taken into your system mean restored
kidneys and bladder action, and a return of health and strength. The Capital Pharmacy.

SHEPHERD FINDS THE HEARTACHE OF PARIS; IT
THE ETERNAL

LIES JUST BENEATH

SMILE.

IuOAli

,

the pen is really mightier than the
sword, for in his skillful hands it tells

THE MIGHT OF RIGHT.
massing of crushing facts and utter
Washington, I). C Sept. 4. The liiglfi.ith that with patience right, will work
note in the president's fine handling out.
There is a higher power than brutd
of the Mexican problem, the feature
which lifts it to the highest plane of force but it takes faith to see it.
statesmanship and gives to every Mostly modern statesmen have not
American occasion for satisfaction been men of faith. And so they have
and pride, is its calm and confident emphasized might and tunning and
appeal to the world's highest tribunal, piled up on the backs of toil the
the court of moral public opinion.
weight of cruel armaments and raced
No rattling of sabres or sporting of each other to build the deadliest canguns. Not a syllable to suggest the non and to excel in the arts of killing.
Not so Woodrow Wilson. Willi him
braggart or bully, .lust a serene

3

The difference between $7.50 and $2"). 00; $S.O0 and $.10.00;
$10.00 and $10.00; and so on up the line is the proved difference
between the salaries of raeu before and after receiving I. C. S
training.
It's a act. The International Correspondence Schools have
thousands of unsolicited letters telling of exactly such increases in
salary as a direct result of this training. Every month there is an
average of .100 :uen who voluntarily report success attained through
I. C. S. training.
Wouldn't you like your salary raised? Wouldn't you like a
more congenial position? Wouldn't you like to be successful?
Then r.',ark the coupon todey,
,
There's always a good paying position for the trained man.
Yo:i know that.
Then why not let the I.C. S. help you?- It doesn't matter
where you live, what you do for a living, or how little schooling
you may have had. If you can read and write, the I.C. S. has a
way to help you to success- M
your own home in your spare
international Correspondence Schools
time without requiring you to
Box 888, Scranton, Pa.
give up your present position.
Flesse explain, without further obligation fit my
The I. C. S. method will
quality for th position, trmle, oc ,
part, how Ibecan
proiession to re which I have marked X.
quickly enable you to earn a
Electrical Wi
much higher salary at the
Automobile Running
Flrctrica) Enginvvr
Poultry Farming
of your choice just as it
Mechanical Draftsman
Bookkeeper
Mechanical Engineer
Stenographer
has already enabled thousands
Telephone Expert
Advertising Man
Curd
Stationary
Show
Engineer
ambiWriting
of other poorly paid but
Tot tile Manufacturing
Window Trimming;
Civil Engineer
Commercial Illuitrat.
tious men to succeed.
Contractor
Building
Industrial Designing
Architect
Mail the coupon today the
Architectural Drafts.
Concrete Construct'n
f Spanish
Chemist
I. C. S. will gladly explain it all
French
Plumbing. Steam Fitt'g
Language JI German
Mine Foreman
a
Banking
without charging you
penny.
Mine Superintendent
Civil Service! Italian

Remember: The Business oi
this Place is to Raise Salaries

this date last INJUNCTION
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THE POOR PARIS GIRL,
SISTER.

O.V

THE

STORY

THE RIGHT.

M

OF THE HEARTACHE OF
THK OTHER GIRL IS HER

SOME VIEWS OF THE

CAPITAL CITY OF ALASKA TAKEN BY

It's the Story of the Girl Without a rule in France.
"Oh, he loved me,
know, but he
Marriage Portion; the Story of the
Girl Who Loves but Cannot Marry; could not, for his parents would not
Juneau, in southeastern Alaska, is
the Story of Every Pretty Paris permit it. In France every boy who
Who Is Hounded Till She marries depends on his parents for the
Girl
capital of that great American tertne money with which he marries.
Yields.
'sweet-Pari- s
me
to
be
his
But
asked
my boy
By WTLMAM SHEPHERD.
ritory. I'ntil seven years ago Sitka
Sent. 4. I think I've reached heart' and his father promised to give
a
in
to
liltle
me
was the capital, but it was moved to
some
money
keep
Paris' heartache!
jhim
It was hard to find, too. for Paris; flat,
Juneau under the administration of
"That, seems terrible to you.
is bright and beautiful and green in
summer and almost, every one you haps, but what is a girl in France? If Governor llagget, seven years ago.
see is gay and smiling. If you stay in !she has no money she is nothing.
found this all out when
"You see,
Paris a few days you learn that a
The city is passing through a boom-jus-t
smile is only the armor that Paris I was very young. And every girl in
If
now, savs Correspondent Sawyer
wears ; there is so much heartache Paris finds it out. too. very early.
she has no money she cannot be mar- that it must be hidden.
It's Madeline's story and I'm going iried. And I must tell you truly that
to let her tell it. There were four many, many of them, as soon as they
couples of them at a little hotel for- find it out. take their man, anynow.
fishermen along the Seine four coup- Do you see the four couples mere.'
The eiiis are all girls wlio worK in
io o,,,! Mortoiine
"My boy was coming today, but he .Paris. None of them is married, but
ididn't," she told me. And while the the young men are tne same io mem
their husbands. One of them is my
jother four couples went fishing Made-allaine told her story of the heartaches sister.
could not be married
of Pans.
ell. wben
"Oh. yes. 1 speak
found a place in a
English," shelr went to work.
said. "You see my father had a very! fine shop in Paris as interpreter and
I
j g() $00 a month, which is almost
good business one time in Paris.
am a Parisian," she added proudly. twice as much as most girls get.
j"My father sent me to England to a! "Is love always bad and dangerous
iconvent school, for he said that onejin America like it is In Paris?
of ns must be able to talk English, i
"When 1 was eighteen my
there three years and it cost very iployer, a man with a fine, large fam- much money, but I learned to play ily, who sells thousands of dollars
the piano and to sing and I have read worth of goods to American women
your Shakespeare.
every year, began to annoy me.
for
"You think Paris is very gay, don't knew his wife and daughters,
you? You see only the smiles of once my family was as rich as theirs,
knew
t kept putting him off. but
Paris. When my father was rich
thought so, too. But now f am a that the time would come when I
working girl, as you ca,M it. I assure must either yield or quit my good
you I am like every working girl in place.
The
"And it came, six weeks ago. He ii. a letter to the New Mexican.
Paris.
"7t is all heartache with the girls told me that I must quit work. I was boom is a result of the development of
who work in PariR. 7t is terribly hard too fine for work. He wanted me to the Alaska
Gastineaux mine upon
for a girl in Paris who works, to he go and live in a little fiat he had pre- which $1.5011,1111(1 is being expended.
good. That is. if she is young. Ah! pared for me. He was sure that he
when she is old, that is another story. jhad furnished it. And so. now. T live Within a very short time Junean has
Then the men leave her alone. I hate (home with my father and I have no doubled in
population and the number
men sometimes. I think the men of Iwork with my hands.
.
Paris must he the most hearless in the
"It is the same with aJJ the girls o? buildings has increased
At the top is a picture of the manworld.
I know in Paris who work.
They
"Now this happened to me. I was must fight their employers every min- sion of Governor Strong. A street
engaged to be married to a fine boy ute. And most of them get tired of scene in Junean. All the streets are
when my father lost his money. Our fighting at last. I am not tired yet j
twice
families had arranged
it and my Y'ou see. I am still very young and paved with planks and once or
father had promised to pay the money there are some years yet in which a week the while wings get out with
that always goes with the daughter. something good may happen to me. the fire hose cleaning.
I I'oved
But when my
"Paris is terrible. It laughs because
my bov so.
At bottom, a picture of the
father ouId not pay it was finished. it is full of heartache and it must
at Junean.
is
not
me.
the
It
could
hide
it."
My boy
marry
1

SAWYER.
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Rem
ingto
Typewriter J,1
10

The Column Selector of the Model 10 Remington
selects the exact point in each line where the writnot by a step to step movement
ing is to begin
of the carriage not by tedious hand adjustments
but by the automatic response of the carriage to the
pressure, of a single key.
In ordinary letter writing, the position for writing
the date, the address, the first line of each paragraph,
"Yours truly," and addressing the envelopes is
reached instantly, the hands of the operator never
leaving the keyboard.
The time saving? Figured on the basis of the
operator's wages, it amounts to enough in a short
time to pay for the machine.
Send for our lhutrited booklet describing the many
labor saving feature! of the Remington Visible Models

Company
Remington Typewriter
(Iacoaxni
1645 Champa Street, Denver, Colorado.
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ASKED

AGAINST
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blood-staine-

HI.

per-th- e

They have been rendered obsolete by the

of

jear,

CORRESPONDENT

Typewriters which require hand settings of the
carriage in order to reach
the starting point of any
line are now

Column
Selector
the

temneratun:

an irresistible story. Seeking only
peace on a basis of justice, having no
aim beyond kindly and helpful neigh
borliness, impregnably armed with a
righteous purpose, as the spokesman
of a great people he need worry not
at all at the vain impudence of a
usurper;
pitiless pub
licity Is all that Huerta needs.
How wholesome the example! What
a contribution to the world's advance!!

JEWELRY COMBINE
lixtreme this date, 41 years record,)
8.1 in 1U7.
New York, X. Y., Sept. 4. A suit In
The range of temperature yesterday highest,
Extreme this date, 41 years record, tenuity to obtain from the federal
was from 58 to 78 degrees; the averlowest, 41 in 1S74.
Icourtan injunction under the Sherman,
age relative humidity was ':! per cent
Forecast.
'I he day was partly
in
the
the
Jewelry
cloudy
'jiwl villi, .it V PflVtlV llaw against
Cjnt.i
alternobn with sprinkles of rain. A
to curb the activities of the
combine,
local
with
uui
threatening
cloudy
light rain fell at night. At S a. m. to- showers tonight or Friday; slightly m,dme"
1?h?o,
Wist- I
'for filing today
day the thermometer indicated a tem- cooler toniKht.T
Marshall.
perature of 55 degrees in Santa Ke. In
For New Mexico: Generally cloudy
other cities it was as follows;
Attorneys for the jewelry manufac- with local thunder showers in east
rul ers ana wnoiesaieni, it wu oaiu,
Aniarillo, wi; lloise, (ill: Cheyenne, portion tonight or Friday.
settle- (; Dodge City, (iS; Durango, 4N; ' The barometer remains low over the have consented to a friendly
Flagstaff, 44; Grand Junction, 5'i: Pacific northwest and Arizona, while a ment of the question.
Helena, "ifi; Kansas City, 78; Lander,
slight crest of high pressure runs Adenoids are a Menace to Children
(10;
Modena, 50; across
50; Los Angeles,
the western Colorado, southAdenoids result from a succession ot
Phoenix, 72; Portland, 02; Pueblo, 50; east
Wyoming, northern Utah, Wash- colds in babies and young children.
Rapid City, tiS; Roseburg, (12;
cloudiand
much
and
Oregon,
ington
They spoil the mental and physical
04; Salt Lake, 511 San Francis- ness
prevails in the far northwest. life of a child. The condition that
co, 5S; Spokane, (iO; Tonopah, 50;
Temperatures are lower in the pla- causes them may easily be avoided by
Winnemucca, IS.
teau region, but over the north Pa- careful parents.
Quickly and thorLocal Data.
cific and In the central valleys they oughly cure all colds and throat irriHighest temperature yesterday 7S, continue high. Conditions favor local tations by the use of Foley's Honey
Highest temperature this date last showers in this section tonight or
and Tar Compound, and adenoids will
not develop.
The Capital Pharmacy.
year, 75.

-

n

Lowest,

THE WEATHER
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paws. Clark Griffith has come to the
conclusion that
twirlers
ido not need as much natural ability
to make good i'n the big leagues as
ido
and he figures that
'j if the proper effort is made it will be
easier to find suitable material of this
.
. . kind.
IS
New
in
Mexico.
., j
icns
fcVerj'DOdy
hiKtrnnturi all hie aronfa .tn
welcome.
Ths will be Mr. Catton a
keep a sharp lookout for
last appearance before he leaves fur pltcherg He want8 t0 pick
lp a of
a tour of the "loop' giving exniDt-tion- them that he can find., in the
hope
of getting three or four shoutpaws on
team
his
season.
next
The silver cups donated by Manager
"You have often heard it argued." MAYOR LOPEZ SAYS CITY WILL NOT
Oatman have arrived and are baing
hitters are
INTERFERE WITH DANCES
engraved, and the winners of first said he, "that
NOR
pitchers,
prize in each tournament will bo pre- not puzzled by
DISWOULD
HE LIKE TO STOP
sented with the cups as soon as the but you bet they are. There a few
hitters who hit shoutpaws
engraving is completed. The final
A
CLUBMAN
CUSSION
HERE'S
occasionally, but all of theni must
games being finished the winners in admit
that they are handicapped unthe two tournaments were as follows:
WHO GIVES HIS NAME.
.
der Buch conditions.
Pilliards:
Burke, 1st; Wilson, 2nd;
Hott, 3rd; Diaz. 4th. Pocket Billiards:
Chaves, 1st; Lockwood, 2nd: McClin-tcck- ,
JURIST SAYS DANCES
3rd, and Martinez, 4th. The prize
cues awarded the winners of 2nd, 3rd
WILL OUTLIVE CRITICS
and 4th prizes will arrive in a day or

PORTING
STAR

PLAN K

MARQUARD, WILL RESUME SOUTHPAW
AND ODDS FAVOR THE RUBE.

AND

KEEP THE "RAG

j

right-hander- s

BALL" ROLLING

RIVALS IN THE GREAT WORLD'S SERIES.
LEFT-ANDE-

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 4,

DUEL,

STARTED

ISjCRY

IN 1911,

THE STAR
WHO
WILL MEET IX THB WORLD'S
SERIES. EDDIE PLANK, VETERAN
OF MANY AN ATHLETIC VICTORY,
AND
(AT RIGHT) RUBE MARQUARD, PITCHING STAR OF THK
112 WORLD'S SERIES.

BASEBALL.

Standing of the Clubs.

so.

National League.

j

""Club""""
PALZER KNOCKED
j.V'W York
OUT By MORAN
jl' Madelphia
IN THE SEVENTH jO'cago

Won
. . .'

83
7

7i

...... ... .'..66

Pet.

Lost
41

675

47
w;

.612
.559

1913.

interviews with such men as Attorney A. B. Renehan, former president
of the chamber of commerce; Dr.
David Knapp, past exalted ruler of the
Elks, Carl Bishop, past exalted ruler
of be Elks, who strongly oppo&e suppressing the rag dances simply because some one has abused them.
Past Exalted Ruler A. J. Fischer has
come out in an interview opposing the
rag 011 the ground that the position
of the dancers is improper. But none
of tlieBe express an opinion that their
published interviews should be classed as "stuff." (!)
fed

WALL STREET.

New York, Sept. 4. Speculation approached a dead lock today and although the predominating tendency
during the morning, was downward,
movements were variable and indecisive. Bears were less confident, fearing that the extent of the decline ot
the last few days and the large short
to be outstand"I shall not interfere with the rag interest now believed
ing, might lead to a sudden upturn.
oances.
Operations on the long side were disSo said Mayor Celso Lopez today in
couraged by the ease by which the
.discussing a rumor that he would have stocks succumbed to the selling.
policemen go to the next dance, at thty Weather reports from the cotton crop
armory aim stop me cnoo qnoo cap regions told of a continued lack Of
tor Aiauam " musiolind all those wh moisture in the corn belt, although
tit tempt to keep time w ith it. ,
some rain was reported in sections of
"I have read what was in the New the cotton and wheat acreage.
Mexican last night ' ail a comaiuuicar'
Special pressure against Reading
lion concerning the White Sox dance. and Union Pacific undermined efforts
I think some one was playing a joke on to rally the list and caused throwing
Floor Manager Ortiz that was all. 1 over of holdings bought to support
do not think the city has anything to prices. After the first hour's trading
had disclosed the hesitant character
do with this matter.
"As regards the criticism of the of the market, efforts to move prices
Santa Fe New Mexican for printing In either direction were virtually
articles 011 the rag dances, my opin- abandoned and business all hut came
ion is that there are many readers of to a halt.
Bonds were Arm.
this paper who are Interested in the
Granger stocks showed further renews and for my part 1 say: 'Go to it
let's hear what the people have to flection of the discouraging crop news
Atchison falling to 93
coincident
say people who are ruggers aud
with the rapid advance in corn. Elsewhere the speculative movement was
A Clubman.
tinder considerable restraint with the
Following the challenge issued the general tone heavy.
Santa Fe New Mexican in the Forum
The market closed heavy. Call
to print the name of a clubman favor- - monev ran un to 4
ner cent and
ing the rag dances, the president of there was an i,nmediate lowering of
the Santa Fe club, former Mayor Ar
oclc Drices. Recessions were small
thur Seligman, said:
but sufficiently pronounced in the dull
"You may use my name in advocacy and narrow market to give a more defof the modern dances, and favoring inite trend to the dealings.
the attitude of the New Mexican to
print articles on such an interesting
theme. I think these rag dances can
be danced properly and are danced
properly by many Santa Feans. 1
cee no reason why they should be
abolished because some ona
them. I do not believe in forbidding the world to use tobacco because some cigarette fiend gets nico
tine poisoning. The articles In the
New Mexican are good stuff, in my
giving
opinion they are
information to those who wish to
fantasti-que.know more about the dance

532
TS
.'443
fiS
54
Boston
Frank
Mpran,
Sept.
'
.431
"3
70
the Pittsburg heavyweight, knocked Brooklyn
.H 78 .409
out AI. Palzer, of Iowa, in the. seventh Cincinnati
84
45
.349
round of their scheduled ten'round St.
bout here last night.
American League.
When the men stepped into the
Irinir. Movan looked trained
Won Lost Pet.
to the! Club
84
.667
hour, while Palzer was a bit flabby Philadelphia
.001
77
and did not look to be in the best of Cleveland
,56fl
70
Washington
condition.
67
,515,
'Moran started to force the fighting 'Chicago
62
.500
from the beginning, playimr with lef' Boston
.441
56
am
hooks for the head, while Palzer tried Detroit
.ft
48
.3(57
IT ever mounted the hill will oppose, was more effective with men on for the body. Both missed seven! St. Louis
.350
43
each other, in Rube Marquard of the bases.
blows, but Moran did the most dam New York
Another story may be related this age. In this, as well as in all the
Giants and Eddie Plank of the Athfall. Plank has not ben going at his succeeding rounds.
American Association.
letics.
Moran h:id tli"
ron Lost Pet.
This pair were in the second game former invincible pace ot late, ana un- - uetter of the fighting.
Club
57
.590
series two, less he gets a needed rest will be
ot the
,.S2
In the second round, he opened up (Milwaukee
Marn
and
60
.565
.78
years aeo and Plank was victorious, stale when the series opens,
a gash over Palzer's left eye with
Minneapolis
his
of
dewon
both
games right hook and in the third, after
.82
60
,67?
and Mack work He had the Giants "eating out of hisjquard, who
When McGraw
jCoilumbus .
63
in the world's series hand," and, although he was touched ifrom Boston last fall, is apt to reverse livering a left jolt to the face, b" !LouisvilIe
.76
.547
.
their
he the decision.
79
.444
two of the greatest southpaws that for one more hit than Marquard
.63
sent lefts and rights to. the jay drop gt. Paul
.432
79
.60
Kansas City
ing Palzer for the count of eight.
SO
.429
.60
In the fourth, Palzer still play d Toledo
seven included four players from New
S3'
.294
.54
CtMAP
for the body, and threw his whole Indianapolis
GOLF FINALS
district ' one. tAfllDI I IUI1 Ufll
Vnrk Metronnl tjin
on Moran's shoulders trying
weight
viceof
late
the
CATTON US. QUIMBY to reach him, .but Moran shook him
"Tom" Sherman, son
PLAYED TODAV
Western League.
president, from central New York,
off with left and right hooks to 1he
Won Lost Pet.
Club
AT GARDEN CITY and
two from Massachusetts.
S6
.632
50
On Monday evening next Champion face and left hand body blown. In the jrjenver
and hft
59
Moran hooked right
77
.566
Evans' spectacular extra hole match Marcus Catton will
Moines
Quim-by- , fifth,
Frank
play
Garden City, N. Y., Sept. 4. Charles
65
73
.522
smashes to the face and it looked as jtJncoln
yesterday centered attention on him
crack
one of New Mexico's
71
65.
.522
if Palzer's nose was broken, but it jgj Joseph
Evans, Jr., of Edgewater, who had a today and a large gallery folio we 1
who will arrive In the city was omy the stirring up of an old
67
70
.49
thrilling 39 hole fight with Eben M. him and W. J. Travis, when they be- next
.61
74
.452
Sunday evening. The game will jury- Palzer in this round landed a Topeka
Byers, of Allegheny, yesterday, was gan their match.
,
U00 points hard left over the
from
for
call
.42S
59
79
Sioux City
right eje
the only western representative among
At the end of the morning rourd
This is the game now being played by which Moran bled profusely.
53
.384
Wichita
:the eight survivors that started the Evans was one up on Travis.
and
In the sixth, Moran with two rights
third round for the National Amateur
Travers won his match with Reid the champions
and has been witnessed on rare occas- to the paw in succession, knocked Pal
;
golf championship today. The other by 3 up and 2 to go.
zer down again for the count of nine.
Palzer was only on his feet a couple
National League.
of seconds, when the bell ended the
He was very groggy,
round.
BY
"THWACK-CLUCK-SNICCURBED
OF A
K
St. Louis at Pittsburgh (2)
Moran rushed matters in the seventh round, aud after feinting with Brooklyn at New York.
A Politician.
Philadelphia at Boston.
ihis left, drove his right to the point
Speaker Baca, of the house of repreof the jaw and Palzer reeled and fell
sentatives said: "I take great delight
American League.
flat on his face and was counted out
in the dance articles which have apChicago at St. Louis.
of the last round was twentime
The
"IT WOULD TAKE A GOOD, ABLE PAIR OF KISSERS A DAY TO DEMONSTRATE EACH KIND OF KISS," ty seconds.
Detroit at Cleveland.
peared in the New. Mexican. When
"THE SOUND HAS NOTHING TO DO.
DECLARED MAN IN CHARGE OF MARRIAGE LICENSE BUREAU
New York at Washington.
politics lose interest, let the dance
Palzer had to be helped to his feet
be threshed out."
Boston
WITH THE SINCERITY OF A KISS."
at
qrestion
Philadelphia.
assisted
and
Moran
his
seconds,
by
An Attorney.
jliim to his corner.
American Association.
While the fight fans were crowding
Howard was stand- George
Volney
Indianapolis at Columbus.
'in front of the club doors before the
"It would not
said:
and
ing
nearby
Toledo at Louisville.
Very Low Fare
bout began, a young woman, Margabe for me to express an opinion con- Milwaukee.
St.
at
Paul
of
to
be
the fiancee
ret O'Connor, said
to nearly all points In Califorcerning the management of a news-- !
Kansas City at Minneapolis (2).
i.Tuck Brftton. lightweight,' was arrestpaper. 1 was trained in the law not
nia, the Northwest, and many
a
ed on a charge of impersonating
journalism. As regards the rag dances,
places intermediate.
Sniiu. Miss O'Connor, whose home is
1 think
they may be abused."
in Chicago, was anxious to see the
"
Liberal stopover privileges.
A Jurist.
she explained at the station
fight,
National League.
A
of
the
court
state
judge
supreme
Accepted in Pullman Tourist
ihouse, and had disguised herself in
said: "I am willing to voice an opin-- !
'order to get a seat at the ringside.
Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
At Pittsburg First Game
ion of the rag dance and of the rag
Miss O'Connor's arrest was made St. Louis
carried on Santa Fe Fast Trains.
4
;
dance articles. 1 have danced the rag
when several men noticed her hair Pittsburg
2
Three
trains daily from Kansas
I
'blowing from under the cap she wore.
Bailee and Hildebrand;
Robinson and believe that it can be done' in
a proper manner to satisfy the crav-- !
City to California.
and Simon.
ing of the soul for music and the in- excur- conducted
HOTEL ARRIUALS.
Personally
At New York First Game
terpretation of that music. Despite
sions.
this
all
fuss
made
7
these
1
about
modern
6
Brooklyn ,
De Vargas.
7
2
4 dances I believe that many dances
New York
For literature, fare and service
Chas. F. Joslin, Prescott, Ariz.
Walker, Ragan and McCarthy; Mar- will outlive their critics. As regards
from here, apply to
men
if
Jno. O. Slemmoiis, New York.
the
the
newspaper
articles,
quard. Crandall and Meyers.
Wm. C. Biddle, New York.
do not know what is real, live news,
H. S. LUTZ, AGENT,
F. L. Collins, St. Louis.
I am sure I do not know who does!"
At New York Second Game
- NEW MEXICO.
SANTA FE, 1
7
3
W. S. Peel, Alamosa, Colo.
The New Mexican has already printBrooklyn
2
0
R. P. Cooper,
5
New York
L. Jasmin
Yingling and Fischer; Tesreau and
R.
L.
Hiatt
Meyers.
W. E. Macarton,
Philadelphia-BostopostExposition.
t game
Exposition Boosters, San Diego, Cal.
poned, rain. Two games tomorrow.
Louis.
John J. Fox, St.
Horace Harper, Cedarvale, N. M.
American League.
C. A. Carruth, Antonito, Colo.
Mrs. W. H. Livingston, Espanola.
At Philadelphia (First game)
8 10 1
Mrs. C. Smith, Eau Claire, Wis.
Boston
6 9 3
Amado Chaves, New Mexico.
Philadelphia
Telesfor Prevenchon, Salt Lake, N.
Leonard, Hall aud Carrigan; Plank,
M.
Pennock, Brown, Bush and Schang.
Francis L. Farmer, Taft, N. M.
Montezuma.
American Association.
Miss Roberts, Valley Ranch,
Miss Perkins. Valley Ranch.
At Minneapolis (First game)
1
2 10
J. F. Miller, Valley Ranch.
Kansas City
E. L. Enloe, Silver City.
4 5 1
Minneapolis
T. J. Scott, Las Vegas.
Lange and O'Connor; Patterson and
W. M. Finley, wife and two daugh- Owens.
Roswell.
ters,
e
Prof. "Cupid" R. S. Sparks. On the right is the
C. C. Hill wife and two daughters,
Here are two of the kisses described by
At Columbus
his day's work.
other is a detail view of
returns
from
dear
when
George
and
bride
groom
the
Roswell.
...u..b
11 3
Indianapolis
the
Name
"You
bet.
day."
she
R.
J. Steinfeld, Albuquerque.
says,
3
6 0
the first kiss after
Columbus
Los Angeles,
of
the
theater,
Walter
and
Century
Spencer
Howard
Estancia.
J. Peden,
Posed by Clara
Merz and Livingstone;. Cooks, Davis
Estancia.
L.
E.
Smith,
and Smith.
ties of osculatory salute," he declared. ed by men of foreign lauds as enthus.Loft Angeles, Cal, Sept.
J. P. Madole, Tajique.
iastic as applying the lips to warm
the
can
"Few
and
distinguish
hearty
always
Jno. Qugle, Tajique.
has always been popular,
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
'thwack' of a couple married a week fiatirons.
Jack Myers, Tajique.
"Noise is not a sign that a kiss Is
will be. I am in favor of kisses, early- from the diffident 'cluck' of the pair
AnLos
Chas. Sutherland and wife,
and cooReports of games received too late
marriages and all the billing
celebrating their second anniversary. sincere.
"When women kiss each other it geles.
for publication in yesterday's New
Kb
that's
lne we have time for. auu-h.- i
Oh,
Paul Wolitteruck, New Orleans,
of
Mexican:
generally sounds like a
W. J. Williams and family, Roswell.
lslation never could be enforced." of the sounds produced by the different heavy artillery In action, battery
there
yet
declarations
the
were
"We
also
varieties," explained Sparks.
Joe Wilcox, Roswell.
These
is no affection displayed.
National League.
director of have the
of the just enR. C. Ornett, Denver.
Trf Bnhert S. Sparks,bureau
a
"I
can
of
tell
the
kiss
sound
mm
m
by
here,
license
of
M.
M. G. Feenan, Springer.
the marriage
gaged and the
At
Brooklyn (Second game)
how long a couple have known each
P. L. Dawson, Trinidad.
when informed that scientists were the young bride greeting hubby upon
S
O
3
Philadelphia
organizing a society his return from work. Those might be other, whether married or single. Do
B. Williams, Albuquerque.
contemplating
5 7 1
Brooklyn
for osculatory suppression, because called the grand divisions of the mari- you hear that wheezing, gurgling
H. W. Pate, Los Angeles.
and
Alexander
Burns,
Chalmers,
lovof
outside?
a
sound
That's
pair
L. B. Booth,. Bisbee.
the kiss salute transfers germs. of a tal kiss.
Reulbach and McCarthy.
ers who have been engaged for one
"Are- there many varieties
R. H. Beddow, Gallup.
"Of course, each of those iB sepato
aptheir
up
year,
courage
asked.
was
getting
San
and
kiss?" Sparks
Lewis
wife,
No
divisions.
other
into
rated
Harry
many
American Association.
"It would take a good able pair of two kiss alike. Some salutations ply for a license. Now, watch and
kissers a day to demonstrate each sound like Weary Willie sucking soup, see if I'm not right."
At Columbus
The door opened and ebony gentlekind," he replied. "The average man others like a man pulling bis foot out
5 7 2
Indianapolis
or woman confounds- - the whole mess of quicksand. All are equally refresh- man peered In, holding a length of GRIFFITH WILL
9 13
1
Columbus . ..
hose pipe aloft.
under the general term kiss."
USE PORT
ing.
Wetzel and Casey; Eayrs and Smith.
"Fo' de Lawd, boss," he complained,
Years of experience with bridal
"The kisses showered upon babies,
THE ONLY REAL WILD ANIMAL CIRCUS ON EARTH
use dis 'ere vacuum cleancouples, issuing permits to wed have the mother's kiss, the kiss upon little "ah kayn't
At Louisville
er nohow. Hits full of water, and hit Washington, Sept. 2. Barring, per
PERFORMANCES. DOORS OPEN
RM.g!?&0?3&g
made Sparks a qualified authority on
4 12
4
Tommy's elbow, where he bruised it, won't work."
pitch- Toledo
haps, two of three
love, spooning and almost every spe- to make it well
10
1
...
of entirely
...
are
Louisville
if
be
on
all
not
would
..........10
they
it
the
at
He placed
surprising
carpet and a ers, it
cies of kiss.
PARADE
Erenton, Dashner and DeVoght;
prolonged gurgling wheeze sounded the Washington pitching staff next sea
"It takes an expert, like me, to dis- different character.
- Louderinilk, Kills and Severoid.
southof
son consisted almost entirely
"Then we have the salute exchang from it.
tinguish between the different
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Big 3 Ring Wild Animal
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Kil-life-
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350 Uons,Tigers,Leopards

Elephants, Sea lions.Zebras
pes.dogs,ponies,monkeys
Horses. Every Animal An Actor
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Ben "Williams, suecial officer for the
Santa Fe railroad, is in the city today.
T. P. Gable of Dawson, formerly
state game warden, is spending a few
(lays in the city.
51. G. Keenan, cattle inspector for
the Cattle Sanitary Board, is in the

j
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JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
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FOR SALE

BUSINESS PROPERTY on San Francisco
Street. Rents for $185.00 per month.

FOR SALE

RESIDENCE (Brick) eight rooms best
of location. Cost owner about $8,000.

FOR RENT

I'i

Cheap,

taken at once.

if

Will sell for $6,500 if taken within next

10

days

Completely furnished.

Bungalow,

ot location.

per month.

Stu.UU

furnished rooms, Palace Ave.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
LOANS, SURETY BONDS.

REAL ESTATE,

INSURANCE,

MILUNERYfijjoLF SELIGIN

HERE TO FILM

DISPLAY

SANTA FE

Wednesday, Sept. 3d.

DRY

FIVE

1

CO.

GOODS

the l)e Vargas hotel.

Your Patronage Solicited
President.

BOOSTERS FALL

"EXPO"

R. II. lleddow, Btate mine inspector,
is here from Gallup.
K. L. Collins, a New York salesman,
la here on business.
John O. Slenimoiis, a well known
jewelry salesman of New York, is at

Does a General Banking Business.

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

PAGE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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ilrs.

V. H.

PENNANTS WAVING,

WITH

I

"50"

PRESENT

Cut Prices in All Departments.

125 Palace Ave.

SPAULD-IN-

LETTER

GOVERNOR

ALSO

CALL

CALL AND SEE US.

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

is the chauffeur and mechanician and W. K. Macarton is a former
MAYOR AND ARCHBISHOP.
newspaper man of wide experience.
He was for years with the New York
Herald and did some (stunning work
FOLLOW OCEAN TO
for a St. Louis newspaper, exposing
luiL'e 'Vrnft ennsnirarv" and receivOCEAN HIGHWAY ROUTE: Mng a bullet, in the hack when tne dis
TO

Livingston, wife of the!

TO

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

FOUR SAN

DIEGANS ARRIVE IN THEIR

Iliatt

ON

,.
nvsician and u
knm, ,.-former resident of Santa Fe, is at the
l)e Vargas hotel.
'! Mr.
and Mrs. M. V. Finley and the
Misses Finley, arrived per motor from
cussion became heated.
Roswell and are registered at the
All of the four visitors were wild
Montezuma hotel.
From San Diago, "Harbor of the (with delight over Santa Fe and
O. L. Owen, wife
and boy, Mrs.
to New Mexico, the "Land of ine to get some pictures which will
Wainscott. Miss McCormick, T. If
.
i
inniju.-,..!.Parkburst and E. F. Coard left this 'he sun, tour boosters ot tne win ten tne worm inui nauia re
iv.- - aui.uK.ii
iuvo ni w.i utmi Diego exposition have come, bring-- ! in its charm.
'del Frijoles.
j,nS tellers rrom ine expositions presiAMERICAN BOAT IS
Jacoho Chaves, superintendent
ofjdent to Uovemor William C.
WINNER FOR THIRD TIME.
.
returned last evening from ;ali.
;
Marblehead, Mass., Sept. 4. The
'a vacation of several weeks spent in The boosters are H. I". Cooper, V.
re f'liiiveu will re- - K. Macarton, L. Jasmin and L. It Sprig, owned by John L. Saltonstall
n,MiniHiatf.
today won the third race in the inter.
turn tomorrow.
Each of
State Engineer James A. French' Their itinerary is from the 1'acilic national somler yacht series.
the three American boats have now
on ,,,,,.;,,,-.,- .
.,,i t w
..(in. ocean to the Atlantic.
necteii with the department, motored
Their object is to tell the United won a leg fr the fresident Wilson
to bntiiv todav to insDect the work .be - States of the San Diego exposition, to! ''P i.mThe order at the llnisli was: Sprig,
'hnrim the neefl n to ocean llilthwa.V
luir ,1mo hv bin rnnd eamn there.
iiii n,
t 'm,
..,,,1 ,
,,i,.h,r0 .,f tsii Kllen, Cima (all American boals
IV, Serum, Wittelsbach X., the
hydrographic survey, who has been 'cities so that the national highway Angela
last, named turning the fifth mark as
stationed at Fort Sumner, has been! will be visualized.
the Sprig crossed the finish.
transferred back to this city and will
They arrived last night and put up
henceforth make his headquarters
the i)e Vargas hotel. This morn- here.
ling they went to tne raiace 01 uie
Miss Lillian Gildersleeve, of Los An-- ! Governors, where they called on the
sis-i
Igeles, is visiting her mother and
president and secretary of the chum-ter on Palace avenue. Miss Gilder-- ! her of commerce and on the director
tosleeve expects to leave for Helen
of exhibits of the exposition, Edgar
morrow where she will teach during L. Hewett.
the coming term.
Then the visitors motored in their
E. L. Safford returned last evening gorgeously "pennaiited"
car to the
from Las Vegas, where he had spei residence of the archbishop, the .Most
Find Help in Mrs. 's
'several days talking up 'he merits of Rev. J. Ii. Pitaval, who received them May
Letter About
and
Oil
San
Basin
questhem
Juan
company
the
many
cordially, asking
Her Daughter.
incidentally disposing of considerable tions concerning their trip through
Arizona and up to Santa Fe.
stock in the company.
"The question of good roads is of
R, P. Cooper, president, and Law-- '
Burlington, Iowa. "Lydia E. Pink- said the archbishop ham's
rence Jasmin, secretary, or the Pacific-- great interest,
Vegetable Compound ha9 cured
the
"Hut building
Atlantic Film company and represent-- ! to Mr. Jasmin.
my daughter ot
in
my
weakness. She was
ing the San Diego exposition, arrived roads is not the only problem
troubled almost a
last night with other boosters of the opinion, the great difficulty presented
is to maintain the roads. Where
with it and
year
"expo" to take some interesting pic-- I today funds for their
in
New
are the
complained of back- lures of Santa Fe and environs.
Mexico?"
ache, so that I
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Hall re- The archbishop wished the travelthought she would
turned last evening from the camp of
She
be an invalid.
tun nnimrl Will Plufpr Onlrf Milliner !ei'S success on their mission ana
was entirely run
oped that they would be able to get
company near Barranca, where they some
down, pale, nervous
very good pictures of Santa res
have been for the past three weeks.
and without appe-- ;
Mr. Hall states that the machinery is jhlstoric buildings,
Greeted by Mayor
tite. 1 w a s very
now in operation and that the first
e "osters
then called on the
much discouraged
clean np will be made October 1st at
Hon. Celso Lopez
but heard of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege- which time they will be able to tell mayor of the city. "It
g.ves me great table Compound through friends and
sid th"m:
how the project is going to pan out.
men such as you now I praise it because it has cured my
W. K. Macarton, formerly of the Pleasure to welcome
F. M. Elston, R. D.
cny caneu uie daughter.
New York Herald and now one of the from tnai oeauinui
Harbor of the Sun.' We of New Mex No. 3, Burlington,
boosters of the San Diego exposition, ico have
enjoyed the rays of the
Case of Another Girl.
arrived in the. city last night with the
we are proud of our
great
luminary;
" I used to be both- of
the
Harbor
Scanlon, Minn.
"Booster Car" from the
audi
of
as
are
you
climate, just,
yours;
Sun to be present at the presentation we desire to see New Mexico well rep-- ered with nervous spells, and would cry
aw-- 1
of a letter to Governor McDonald. Mr. resented at vonr great exnosition! if anyone was cross to me. I gotmorn-- 1
in the
Macarton is the general manager of,which ia to 1(uPJ ()p(i1 itll fintil.e year ful weak spells especially
ing, and my appetite was poor. I also
Film company.
the
jn ,h lmme ()f tl)e pPOpe of Santa had
in my right side
a tender
.
. p'ace
.
or
to
the ancient city
Fe, I welcome you
Harry Davis, advance manager
har(J
j fi(j
success
all
Barnes circus, arrived herejand wish you
the Al
possible
in,
took Lydia E. Pinkham's Veg-- !
j
un,last night. He will remain here
your interesting trip across this great! cabe Compound ind my symptoms all
til tonight making arrangements to jeentinent."
changed, and I am certainly feeling
Mr. Jasmin then replied that the ex
have the town billed. He says that
mp I recommend it to every suffering
the circus is bigger and better than pod it ion of which he is a member
womnn 0r girl. You may use this let-- j
In
no
ever and carries 2ti cars, over
jtetids to take moving pictures
t(,r or the good of others. "Miss ELLA
wild animals, and ;tim employes. v e less than seven hundred una nny OLSON, 171 5th St., Virginia, Minn.
have had a very prosperous season in c lies and that the "movie macnine
Tonus Girls, Heed This Advico.
Canada," said Mr. Davis, "and now.illlB lo.non feet of film for action,
Girls who are troubled with painful or
we are working back toward C'alifor-- I
"yye intend to exhibit these pictures
nia, where we winter the animals jan (he year of Hi Li to the thousands irregular periods, backache, headache,
lot people who Hock to our exposition. dragging-dow- n
sensations, fainting
each year."
V. S. District Judge William H. Pope These pictures will enable the people spells or indigestion, should immediately
f
the United States to see how and seek restoration to health by taking LyIt ft Atlanta, Ga., this morning for
dia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
lahoma City where he will hold court where the other i'eltow lives."
The party then called on Frank
for a. week or ten days. He is expect-- j
eu back about the middle of the Owen, manager of the water and light
company, who is a business partner pj muinruxnruaijUTUVvvuuiru
month
L,r rvtnnul rv.llin,.
Ilia evnnsition's
of
Nicholas Napoleon
Albuquerque
als0. caea on Speak-pn
mo tored up o the city on his . oto,- U)e )iouae Qf rpp.
cycle yesterday, and will remam 'or
congratulated him
He
re,
friend..
severa days vis. ,ng
Bfate , Ialatlire
ports the roads in rather bad condi- for 1l,e
appropriation
tion, due to the heavy showers during
wf,,.e
Tley
the past week.
j
greeted by many well known Santa
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PHONE

ST.,

180

I RBI
INSIRE

WITH

IIAVWARD

AND REST CONTENT.

We Have a Purchaser for a
TRACT OF LAND
THREE TO FIVE-ACRE

prom-Sun,-

Side of City. Have you such a tract, improved or unimproved, at a Reasonable Price?
If so, and you will give us price, without discounting the
future, we can make a ale.
On South

McDou-insuranc-

j

vii.,

JOSEPH

B.

HAYWARD,

MANAGER,
I.

Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe,

-

xT

FitVrieTl1ate,;iiayward1as

M.

it.

j

-

Pbone, 189 J.
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico
119 San Francisco St.,

L. A. HUGHES,

C. L

J. CRICHTON,
Managers Treasurer.

POLLARD,

President.

Secretary.
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WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE? :

111.--

When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFINO
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol? have a fine
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all high- grade chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.

J

1

f

GIRLS WHO ARE

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO

J

STREET.

PALE, NERVOUS

THE STAR BARN

I

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)

HEA.TDQ,TJJLILTJilKS

!

FOR

Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Build- -.
ing Materials of Every Description.

fe FAMOUS

DAWSON COAL

Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

Phone 139.

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

Phone 100 and 35 W.

uy For Cash

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Flour

Hay, Grain

Give us a trial and let us show you. Guaranteed
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

- -

Galisteo and Water Sts.

Phone, Main 250.

itMHHHBm

--

HiHENRY KRICKee- eDISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

SUMMER EXCURSIONS

CALIFORNIA
AND THE EAST

IJ7

The Summer Tourist Rates will soon be over,
OF THE LOW RATES NOW

TAKE ADVANTAGE

Francisco

Los Angeles or
. San Diego,

$55.55

$45.55

San

SUMMER TOURIST
ON SALE DAILY

Chicago

St. Paul

UNTIL SEPTEMBER

$51,85
$51.85

.
.

Denver . .
New York

RATES-EA- ST

$21.10
$78.85

30TH.

$47.35
St. Louis
Minneapolis $51.85
Pueblo . . . $16.35
Col. Springs $18.15
. .

Return Limit, October 31st, 1913.

For particulars regarding above rates, and rates to
many other points, call on or address any
agent of the Santa Fe.

H. S. LUTZ

Agt,

SANTA FE, N. M.

PROMPT

SERVICE.

San Francisco St.

NEW MEXICO

j

Pacific-Atlanti-

!

310

j

CHOOL OF MINES

j

"--

Your Business Solicited,

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

POMES.

Re-

-

I""

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

GENERAL

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY

'

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

AGENTS

-

-

W. A. WILLIAMS,

j

c

j

...

.

j

in-- j

j

SOCORRO, N. M.
OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Metallurgical Engineering, Civil F.ngineer-Ing- ,
Electrica Engineering and Mechanica-- Engineering.
ADVANTAGES: Requirements fully up to those
close
V of standard schools of mines everywhere;
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
where, the various metallurgical processes are Illustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for Its
'purity; good dormitory accommodations at low cos:
etc.
COURSES

Geology,

'

For full Information, or catalogue, address

Ok-io-

THE kEGISTRAR

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,
SOCORRO,

NEW MEXICO.
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Call on Governor.
Shortly after 11 o'clock, the San
motored to the capitol, at
CO. IDiegaus much
KAUNE
H.
attention as the many
tracting
colored pennants waved on either side
or the big touring car, which bore the
Where Quality Governs the Price COat of arms of the exposition, painted
in gold.
and Price the Quality
At the capitol the governor greeted
leach member, shaking him warmly by
the hand. A moving picture was then
taken with the governor and other officials in the center.
Governor McDonald stated that he
would give the party a letter telling
of their visit here.
Call on 14 Governors.
The San Diegans wilj call on no less
than fourteen governors, representing
the fourteen states that will participate in the San Diego exposition. They
will visit Colorado, Kansas, Missouri,
Indiana, West Virginia, and then on to
Washington, D. C, going from there
to Philadelphia, and finally winding
up at New York, where they will present a letter from the mayor of San
Diego to Mayor Gaynor.
of
It was originally planned to a.'low
nine months for the trip, going and returning, but it. is estimated that three
or four months will be sufficient, if
there are no mishaps.
The return home will be made
through Virginia. Tennessee, Arkan
sas. Texas, and back through New
HAVE PURE APPLE CIDER VINEGAR Mexico and Arizona.
Call on Mr. Wilson. ..
WHITE PICKLING VINEGAR
Carrying with them an electric button to be installed in the white house,
the boosters will call, on President
HEINZ SPICED
AND
MALT
Wilson, presenting him with the button for use on January 1, 3915, when
VINEGAR.
SALAD
the president will open the exposition
by a touch of his finger.
carried by the
The equipment
Spaulding car consists of two trunks.
KAUME & GO. four valises, many yards of canvas,
a kitchen outnt, extra urea, ana ine
flag of the exposition, colors being
red. green, yellow and white.
Where
Mr. Cooper and Mr. Jasmin are ex
Safe Oya I v.
perts with the "movie" machine, Mr.

PURE FOOD
GROCERY
Phone 262.

The Secret
Good

lonly realized the business-buildin- g
power of first-clastationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and

kinds that are half Premium, for
remember, you can't put the
Premium in the Cup Have a
Cup of our Coffee.

And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100 f efficient, you would specify

40c 35c
Gold Band Line
Bonnette
Old Fort Mocha & Java
White House
Barrington Hall
Liptons Yellow Label
Good value the best of the
cheaper coffees
Our bulk coffees the same
grade you pay 40c for in
cans

Pickles is

the

Vinegar

it

ss

30c
40c
40c
40c
40c
40c
25c

Modern Grocery Co.
"The Quality Shop"
" PHONIT "

4

)

The De Luxe Business Paper
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality
character impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
'
really productive-Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
Let us show you samples.
difference.
NEW

mi rui nwuuuui rinruvnnnn vnrn

Water-Mark-

(Pac-Sim- il

35c

1. 3.

For

IF, YOU BUSINESS MEN

We do not give
premiums with our Coffee. You
can't make good Coffee out of
poor Beans. You can't expect to
make good coffee out of the
NO MADAM
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WHAT WILL HAPPEN.

j

AS

'

s

j

to spend on trifles which bring

FIRST

NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

expected not to butt in and attempt to AMONG THE EDITORS.
find out what it is not intended that
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, $242,000.00.
CAPITAL,
we should know. I have heard severThey Must Go.
al citizens ask concerning the build'
We don't want the United States
ing and show some interest in it, hut
we are not supposed to do tha. We lo get into trouble with Mexico, but
are supposed to be patient, an.l when if it should come we want Penrose
muskets and
is htiiiripil tfi hm comes, we are and Fall to shoulder
sunuosed to smile and say ii iu ih..,n arcn in tne irout row. i.anewoou
best ever. So we will have to wait un- Progress.
til Sherlock Holmes declares what he
Necessity Of Change.
has discovered and sets the public
The necessity for a change In the
building where he thinks it will do method of assessing property Hi New
the most good not perhaps to the Mexico is apparent. It remains to be
community at large, but to somebody seen whether the next legislature will
bo equal to the occasion. Fort Sumpersonally interested.
Kindness Too Great.
ner header.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
Kindness is a great thing in this
Days Numbered.
life and we cannot have too much of tt
HOME
The days of the rule of the little
and yet there is such, a thing as going
political clique, clan or gang in the
too far with even this attribute.
Democratic party are numbered and
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
In Chicago there lives an elderly
they are short, or if this happen not
rewoman of very limited financial
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
then the days of party are numbered
sources but with that wide kindness and
central Location.
they will be short. Clayton Citiof heart that is given to but few in
zen,
THOS. DORAN,
this world and a great sympathy. For
Large Sample Rooms.
The Average Idea.
u long period of time she has daily
The average young girl's idea of a
stood on the street, comer and as the
seething tide of humanity went past man is really a male object that every
she gave to those who needed it, a healthy man has a natural impulse to
bit of milk or water and sanwiehes as kick. Fortunately, few girls have an
they went to and fro. She was trying opportunity to tie us to their Ideal
to do her small part toward helping until ripening womanhood developes
those who are in need in the hopes of better judgment. Raton Range.
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Goes To Heart Of It.
reclaiming some from the fallen and
the hopeless among the riff raff of the
On our first page we reproduce the
Proprietor of the
big city.
address of Hon. Frank Clancy, attorMONTEZUMA BILLIARD PARLORS,
Sne was doing her best and was ney general of New .vlexico, to the
Has Engaged at a Great Expense,
aeServing of all the sympathy and aid Par Association of New- Mexico, reThe Best That Can be Bought I
that could be given her. It was an act cently. In this address Mr. Clancy
MARCUS
CATTON,
AT ANY PRICE
law
in
the first
such as we are told
goes to the heart of the subject of
Son of the Famous
book is the one to be followed.
needed legislation and legislative failTake no chances on either
One night a band of drunken loaf- ures. It is plain to the reader of
"BILLY" CATTON,
when a small amount will give
ers came along and after they accept- this speech that New Mexico as a who will
the protection that you
his billiard paryou
manage
the
knockso
suffered
from
state
ed her little hospitality they
far, has
lors and instruct tnose desiring to
and when you do use inneed,
the old woman down and slapped .same lobbyists and obstructionists
All new tables,
learn the game.
surance
get the best, as it is
and kicked her and tore her clothing, who retarded progress and opposed
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
the cheapest, and
A policeman came up and
arrested good government for the territory
cater
room
who
for those
lounging
ALWAYS SEE
the scoundrels but on the request of The failure of good laws and the
to the pastime.
the woman he let them go. She shield- nullification of others through careed the miscreants and pleaded for less or intentional errors, have too
EVERYONE WELCOME!
M.
them. It was a part of the kindness often caused loss and annoyance to
Office
United
Bank Building
States
state.
failure
The
of
the
it
the
people
of the good woman's heart and
(FIRST PI.OOH)
seems the limit of forgiveness and to pass a valid law governing delinwho has purchased the Insurcharity such as is rarely seen in these quent tax sales is only an instance
ance Business of the L. A.
days and perhaps has not been seen in the history of such laxity in
halls. Mr. Clancy speaks possince the days of which we read when
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
the Great Teacher was the example itively concerning the "insidious lobgood companies, good protection
inof
and
In
the
this
But
people
fortunately
of such forgiveness.
by"
stance it was wasted and those the state are pretty well informed as
to
the
personnel of this coterie of 1 CHARLEYCANN.Prop'r
wretches Bhould have paid the penalty. It is time that the brute element men who make Santa Fe their headin life began to be curbed and men quarters during every session of the
European Plan.
WOODY'S STAGE LINE
Meals At All Hours,
taught that they c. nnot violate the legislature and prevent the passage 1
Connec-p
of
Rooms
and
of
in
legislation,
ej
any
laws
decency
justice
Elegant
primary
Prom
or any acts affectng the interests
and be spared punishment.
tion. Steam Heat,
It is time that the drunkard was which they represent. Publicity is
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Electric Lights and Baths.
regarded In the light in which he jt.st the thing this condition of afMeets Both North
South
RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY.
should be regarded and be treated fairs needs, and if the press of the
Bounds Trains.
like any other criminal when he dis- states does its whole duty there need H 241 San Francisco Street.
fuWear S, W. Corner Plaza,
Leaves Barranca on the arrival t
obeys the law of humanity and the he no fear of the election in the
ture of a legislature which will fail
unvs of our statute books.
the north bound train and arrives at
to pass needed laws for the better
Taos at 7 p. m.
Work for the New Mexican. It is government of the state. No one
Ten miles shorter than any other
adMr.
to
fail
read
should
Fe
Clancy's
and
Santa
for
for
you,
working
Good covered hacks and good
way.
Cruces
l.as
dress.
Republican.
state.
new
the
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding town. Wire Embudt
station.

Recent events in the political world have led us all to wonder just what
the eventual outcome of the changing conditions will do and what will be
tlie situation a tew years hence.
One of the big problems is the result of the entrance of women into the
political field.
The' case of Mrs. Kulzer offers a chalice for study. One wonders if women
will reallv make any better stagger at the political game than man seems
to have made, and will she really have any more idea of the sacredness of
promises and any more lofty ideas of the methods to be employed in carrying
on government affairs than our men have had.
The wife of the New York governor seemed to be either indifferent, to or
unaware of the Import-o- f
political contributions or what the law demands
regarding the handling and the disposition of them.
She What does he do for a living'
Can we really expect, when we see, as we have seen within the past
He His wife; she has money.
a
sustained
who
men
reputto
do
have
will
always
what
few months,
politics
side
honorable
the
to
women
our
we
uphold
always
able name, can
expect
,
and not yield to the ever present temptations which have enveloped and de-THE BYSTANDER
have
been
who
men
leading figures in the political
stroyed many of the
SEES IT.
world?
Some of the wire pulling and the manipulation that has been exhibited
in some of the women's societies within the last few years, when the methods
A
Helping Chance,
adopted were not of the most commendable character, do not give ground for
The man is il, his wife (12, and they!
much hope of a better condition.
have
been
thrown out of the little!
The standards of women and men are radically different, ootn in nnancia.i
mwl In the ntaiiKible
realm wtucti we cnu nonor, ana we are ieu oom which thev have been occupy-- :
to woder if woman, when she enters the field of politics as an active par- ing for months in the big city of Phija
in the near future, will lose as man has lost, jdelphia. They have neither
do
Is
friends,
to
she
as
going
ticipant,
something of the spirit of honest desire to better our conditions, sucn as sne relatives nor money and are helpless
in the big world at the advanced age,
claims, and we believe she now possesses
Mrs. Sulzer's ideas of what campaign contrimitions are auu now uiey a ncl with tears in their eyes they can
should be handled, make one wonder just what the general idea of it is going 'only say, ".No place but the poorhouse
in he when the women have more of a voice in the manipulation or tne; for us.
It is pitiful beyond all expression,
funds. Will they be converted to innocent domestic uses as the New York
governor's wife seems to think they should be, or will they be placed to read of these things and the world
I have
seems full of them.
often
where they will do the most good, as is the Idea of the man in politics?
We are led to wonder just what is ahead in this sphere.
thought that if 'some ot the money
that goes to what we call foreign mis-'sions and the fields outside were giv- WHAT DOES (T MEAN?
en to just such cases as this, It would
The case of Hen Lindsey is one to make us all wonder what we are certainly do as much good and would
coming to and if the workB that a man has done count for nothing and if be carrying out the example and the
years spent in endeavoring to uplift and aid those who are going wrong or precepts of the Great Teacher, as
have not had a chance In the world, are to count as nothing in the estima- nothing else could.
tion of our people.
Of course, every one who is a beOne of the strong features of this question is that back of the movement liever, is desirous of seeing the gospel
of
Denver.
women
of
some
the
are
to recall Undsey.
proclaimed everywhere, but after all.
Beyond this is the still more strange fact that the charge against the is not the care and the succor given to
'
in
too
off
have
children
of
.ludge
lightly
got
little judge is that despoilers
those in dire distress and yet deserv-ing- .
who is
"Undsey's court This seems, to all who know of the record of the man
as much, in keeping with the gos
become
almost
it
has
until
which
has grown
the father of the movement
pel rule, as anything that can be done
and
conditions
to
better
is
an
endeavor
universal in the cities where there
in this world?
of this nation will
help the boys and girls, an incredible thing and the people
Somehow, as I read the incident of
which
his
of
evidence
the
have to be given a most searching analysis
the
poor old people driven out from
has
changed
present before they will be convinced that .ludge l,indsey
their little home, I felt as if I would
in the attitude which he has maintained toward children who have come in like to help, even
though they were
conflict with the law.
ifar away and were unknown to me,
For a decade this judge has stood w ith the protecting arm about the child
(but the story of their going to the po- who has erred and who needs help and conitort and a new start
He has shown wisdom and courage and great sympathy, and nas won ine
uummi
' ""h.
to know h m in his
linwi
come
have
over
the
all
children
of
the
heart
earthly possessions, took hold of ine
attempts to neip anu encourage.
wilh
a
force
and wondered
peculiar
Jt is incredible that the charge that tins man, or an omers. wouiu snow if the people of that big city were
to
would
who
mould
in
human
attempt,
liends
these
toward
an undue leniency
ren.Uy going to let that thing happen
debauch little children.
and no one would come to the rescue.
ir
but
expect
that,
Ben
they
charge
any
l,indsey
let them bring against
should think that Andrew Carnegie
the people of this country to believe.,.
would take a little from the next libon
is
desire
a
based
Far more likely is it that this demand for his recall
rary he is planning to build and give
for revenge on account of the attitude he has assumed toward the political it to these poor old people who are
which thwarted
so sadly in need.
machine, reckless and with evil design, when he made a fight
He will see it if he reads the North
the efforts of the managers.
rt
American In which paper the story is
told, and I would think that he could
THE NEXT BIG CONTEST.
a ,lot of satisfaction out of it if
get
never
be
belt
corn
may
Inst how much the recent dry spell cost, the
could
see these helpless old people
of
dollars.
rims into the millions
known, but, figuring low, it probably
out of the poor house and given
nidi and wm-i- t mid sweat for months to bring a great kept
' ,i...m ...Aa chance to live in reasonable comfort T th Editor of le Xew Mexican:
cause of these who are whisperers in
'.
mil wisteri hvneskv
- r,
.w, !,,- crop mmunt iu u,c
with perhaps something for the old
our midst. 1 believe, sir. that we need
of fate.
Dear
the
Sir
almost
we
My
tragedy,
say
the
may
irony,
drought represents
man to do, for he is not so old as we
more people who will talk less and
ev- to
last
I
of
in
issue
finer
uotice
shown
proportions
nature
your
has
up
rarely
The better side of human
count age In this day, and probably
mean what they say, who will back
heat
of
the
pocketed
iall
victims
scorching
e.ning that you compare my remarks up their statement in' regard to anyhp nepdg js R helpins llarid
than in the pluck with which these
Where Is It?
with a "prominent clubman of Santa one or anything, with thftir name, who
their disappointment, covered losses with a smile and went to it to do the
Once more I am constrained to ask. pe
best they could.
x0w, I do not object to anything will make their word as good as their
You can't keep folks like that down.
j,ag anyone heard of a certain public ;tjmt you have quoted or printed about bond, who, when they have anything
future?
to utter, will not care if the whole
But isn't there a way to insure against such mishaps in the
building .said to be intended to be sent my belief on the subjects under
t0 ganta Ke, or at least to be awarded cussion. I do object, however, to hav- - world hears them. I certainly do not
modern ingenuity an answer to this riddle of the plains?
in area, tQ
want
th(g clty by the congress 0f the! ing my name linked up with some helieve in fighting in the bush:
C.overnor Hodge wants Kansas to dig 1O0.000 ponds, each an acre
rainfall T nited
with which to catch and hold, against the time of nerd, the surplus
States, and costing in the unknown character who seems to be to fight in the open and be fair and
and then
ashamed of his name. Such an anony- - square in my statements
ot the winter and spring.
neighborhood of $295,000?
We have had rumors of the silent imous statement counts for absolutely stick to them. And I hope I will never!
I ndoubtedly this would help some.
be
will
The need however, seems larger. Doesnt it can tor a uroau program and Sherlock Holmes entrance of cer nothing in a court or with an intelli-- reach that point where
years, with states tain of rude Sam's officials coming'111 Plblicashamed of my name or unwilling that
when
In elther caseof international improvement, to be spread over a period of
and to include water storage, river protection, re- here and in the disguise ot a cowboy testimony is given, we want to see my nenghbor should know where Ij
..1,1 ntinn
mum, a uiB
Vai i.u
maiviauai ana nna out wnemer iwaiiu uu m.i qunuuu
rorestation, the better safeguarding ot water sueus
or a forester or a mining man, secret-lulof mankind?
as it nas to cio wun tne morai
to harness a whole region's rainfall to the steadier service
our possesions as to he is a creature with a backbone or aiiariy
into
looking
ly
But
be
will
cost
a
earth-- ' tone of
great.
Ib an
community.
Don't fuss about the expense. Of course the
what we had to offer wishbone: whether he
'
You also refer to the "meager renecessity of eoiworv-Jncih- e real estate and
worm or a lion. When it comes to a
lock rather at the benefits; at the absolute, inescapable
In
sites
for
this
available
the
of
way
destruction.
to
of morals especially do we ports" of my sermon of last Sunday
tremendous values now periodically liable
fine and expensive structure, but. no question
want to find out whether he is a man evening. I wish to say only this in
i uuiiihw
(lit: JUO!
or
to
seems
these
know
where
one
this
to
important as Goethal's ditch is expected
who pays his debts and lives upright- - that regard, that our church doors
with whom!v
For if he are always open to Jew and Gentile,
jj8 fellowmen.
nrk in iiaei national commerce Fewer battleships and more storage reser disguised partiesann went,
wnai iney om anu j..,,,-- .
and Catholic, to saint
0 tv,PBP things. if his own to Protestant
nicy consuura
voirs is the prescription we recommend.
w
on
the
o
hether they have settled
private and public life is not above and sinner, to infidel and believer, for
w
his ife place where, in the sometime of tha reproach. I say he has no right to all services. And especially welcome
A Washington judge has decided that just because a man bought
has no right to take them hereafter we are going to get our stand out as a teacher of morals. His will you be, Mr. Editor, no difference
her store teeth, that when she leaves him, he
match as she mail.
testimony in regard to the right or what is your label. And when I "dig
away from her. If he did, though, it might save a chewing
Of course, we are not supposed to wrong of a thing counts for naught. into your paper," I shall be glad to
would incapacitated, as it were.
n
.
know much about the inner workings And I do not believe that any man (give you a seat upon the platform.
who is provided you w ill come. Since I have
of morals
A United States senator has said that one cause of the trouble in Mexico of the great corporation known as thei Is a fit teacher
is due to oil concessions. Maybe that is one reason why some people ot our Tinted States of America as we arejalrald or unwilling to nave nis nameDeen sonciieu ror my opinion on hub
a blaze.
nnd thnsp who i used in connection with what he says. abominable subject of ragging, I will
mitv Bmnii
country are so anxious to apply the torch. They want to see
o
"e or me greatest neeus oi uui en. say that I will endeavor to speak on
are in the inside and are the managers
and "An infallible rule for social conduct"
General Felix Diaz seems to be in the position of a certain congressman of the enterprise, do not seem to think is not for more "whisperers"
a few years ag6. who plaintively declared on the floor of the house that II wnrtli while tn fmnsnlt with the lit-- BPeaK easies, in politics, business, next Sunday morning at 11 o'clock.
life' In fact, we have got This sermon will be, like all
he did not know "where he was at."
tie fellows about the big things thatjand. scia'too
If, therefore,
extemporaneous.
many of that class here
entirely
are
which
are
and
being contemplated
to get more than a "meager
Harry Thaw is making those Canadian lawyers dig into their law books being prepared for us to take when now. It is hard to find a life here you want
but has been dragged down in the report" of the same, and especially
as they never have before, and they seem to be finding things that they
they get ready to administer the dose. dust by some one. But when it comes in its relation to the above subject
did not know was there.
To be sure we are to be the ones to to
o
your finger on the one who that seems so interesting to the press,
are a lit- did putting
it, it is a hard thing to do. It gen you will do well to accept my above
Can you tango? That is the main question of the day now. The world is use this public building and
tle interested in it and would like to erally becomes only a circle. But the stated invitation and sit with me on
divided into two classes, those who tango and those who do not.
know something about it, but I guess harm is done, and the professional or the rostrum.
Very sincerely yours,
In just this stage of the game it Is altogether likely that the "safe and these things are only to be under- business or even social life, is ques- B. Z. McCOLLOTJGH.
Etood by those "higher up" and we are tioned by some one or ones just be- sane" policy is the one that appeals to Harry Thaw.
j

ney

The man who makes a practice of putting his money in the bank saves
'
the money he would otherwise fritter away.
The old custom of keeping on hand cash to pay bills and expenses is
largely displaced by drawing checks for the necessary sums. Money deposited with a strong financial institution, such as THE FIRST NATIONAL
BANK, and checked against, in addition to affording safety, saves time,
as you can write out the exact amount required and mail the check, thus
eliminating a personal call.
I
We invite your account.

Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
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THE VISIGRAPH TYPEWRITER
The Visigraph is the result of 28
years experience. Contains all the
fevelopments of the Typewriter art
Best in the world. It has
84 characters with a single
shift, light action and unlimited Bpeed; Interchangeable carriage and platens,
rapidly set marginal and column stops. Absolute visibility and handiness of manipulation, with drop forged
type bars. It is a durable
and dependable machine.
THE
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Chatanooga and Return

at rate of

Dates of Sale, Sept. I Oth to 18th
Return Limit, by extension,
October 17th, 1913.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, . . New Mexico.
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LAUGHLIN BUILDING,

SANTA FE
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Fire, Life, Accident
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc
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SANTA FE TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
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Coyote Springs

Mineral Water
TRY A DOZEN

AND YOU
WILL ORDER MORE I
It is Right,
Hug Said.
Handled by

HENRY KRICK,
Santa Fe,

N. M.

Phone 15 J.
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Why Women Have Nerves
The "blues" anxiety sleeplessness and wamin.es of pain and dis-- f
'tress are sent by the nerves like flying messengers throughout body and'
oucn reelings may or may noi De accompanied oy DacKacne or
umDS.
headache or bearing down. The local disorders and inflammation, if there
is anv. should be treated with Dr. Pierce's Lotion Tablets. Then the
feels the tonic effect of
nervous system and the entire womanly make-u-

nnmo war

W

THE PRESIDENT'S
THE GREAT

DR. PIERCE'S

LIFE

by
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Theft At Deming.
night some one entered the warehouse of the Clark
Grocery company and carried away a
set of single harness. The same night
the delivery wagon of the Cook Grocery was found to be missing. Whether the party or parties furnished their
own horse or not is yet to be learned.
He may have that grey pony of ours,
for all we know. Deming Headlight.
On Wednesday

Save Them All.
The de la Torre brothers who burglarized the Vendome hotel and secured a lot of jewelry, as told in the
Liberal last week, were arrested in
.
Tucson and brought back to Lords-burgOn examination they did not
deny that the jewelry found on them
belonged to the McGraths, but denied
stealing it. They said they found a
man going through a trunk, and told
him if he did not give them some of
the stuff they would tell on him, and
he kindly gave them all he had. They
did not appreciate that their story
The justice
made them criminals.
bound them over to the grand jury,
and as they could not give bail they
were sent to jail to await the meeting
ot the grand jury. Lordsburg Liberal.
Runaway Kids.
Tuesday afternoon two little children, a girl of nine and a boy of seven
came to the home of Mr. and Mrs.
George McDonald, one mile west of
town. They were Hazel and Lawrence
McDonald, children of Mr. and Mrs. J.
K. McDonald, of Oriental, and they
were both small for their ages.
When asked who came with them
they said nobody. Then Mrs. McDonald asked them if they had run away
from home, and they confessed that
they had. The little ones had become
tired of the monotony of their everyday playground at the cement plant,
i.nd slipped away and walked the sever, miles to the home of their uncle
and aunt near Lakewood.
Mrs. McDonald called the residence
of the parents over the telephone, and
found they were already searching for
the missing ones. The litle ones were
soon restored to the arms of their parents, and now all parties are satisfied
and happy. Lakewood Progress.
They Are The Best.

Fort Sumner melons are topping
the eastern market both for quality

and price, and dealers state they are
superior to anything grown in the
southwest.
Twenty cars had been shipped up to
containing 7640
Wednesday noon,
crates.
The railway officials have sent a
weigher here, with instructions to
weigh every crate in five cars. This
record will also be kept by Nix & Company for future reference.
The new schedule on raising crate
weights, which was to have, gone into
effect August 15, was knocked out by
the combined action of the representative of Nix & Company, and the Roswell business men. A 200 word telegram of protest was Bent,to CongresB-'maFergusson on the 14th and on his
the interstate comrepresentation
merce commission the old rate is effective until December 1st.
Considerable difficulty from aphis,
which was encountered early in the
season, has been overcome by
ent spraying.
Colorado stock, now on the market,
is reported poor and scarce, due to
water shortage. Fort Sumner Leader.
Soapweed By The Car.
"lT K. Egerton and Malachi Hogan
are each loading out a car of soapweed this week. Some day, our people
will make up to the fact that this same
desnised soaoweed plant Is really a
valuable asset in any country where
it grows. At St. Louis there is a company making the best kind of rope and
twine besides many other products
from it.
Experts say it makes the finest
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And For Three Summers Mrs.
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Fiv tii teaman ouoht to ttossess The 1
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People' Common Sense Medical
ttfier Ay R.V. Pierce, M.D. 1008
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Teaches mothers horo to care for their 3
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It'i the emer-- 3
gr.ncu doctor in your omn home. Send J
f
stamps to ur. fierce as aoooe.
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liiriat ropes in the world.
This company is the pioneer in this
line and naturally controls the processes of manufacture so that at present
but that is
they have a monopoly,
bound to be only temporary, and it
will not be many years before the
piodueer will get a better price.
liven at this price it pays to handle
it. Jlr. K. R. Hoard ships a car every
now and then and tells us he has sold
over $5uO worth already.
Now, that itself, is not a, trifling in
come considering that it is all obtained for labor which is done at spare
tinies.-Ob- ar
Progress.
Wet Roswell.
Without the blare of trumpets
fourth saloon "The Roswell
liar" opened up yesterday morning on
abor Day at about 9 o'clock after the
city of Roswell had been presented
with a check for $1X0(1 for a year's
license the state of New Mexico given $100 and Uncle Sam satisfied with
the internal revenue of $25.
The Roswell bar of which W. A.
Shore and M. c EIrick are proprietors have splendid new quarters at
the rear of the Stine Shoe company on
Third street, across the street north
from the Roswell Hardware company
and the place is really one of the
neatest and best appointed saloons
that has ever been in Roswell.
are
The fixtures and furnishings
bran new and were put in at great expense by the proprietors.
Free drinks were served yesterday
to everybody which created the kindliest of feeling for the proprietors
who are well known here as straight-lacesaloon men W. A. Shore formerly owning and conducting the Old
Palace bar and H. C. EIrick having
been in the liquor business at Dexter.
The best and choicest liquors and
wines will be handled and the Tony
Faust, that good keg beer that made
the old Leopold place later the Shore
saloon famous will be on tap at all
hours of the opening time under the
'
ordinance.
It is the intention of the owners to
always conduct a perfectly orderly
place and where men may come and
get their drinks quietly and without
tne noa.ury ana jesr mat is connecr- ed with some retail liquor establish-- j
ments. Roswell News.
Ros-well'- s

-

After

Washington, D. ('., Sept. 4. Preside lit. Wilson has received an emphatic
rebuff from Mexico in his efforts to
bring about an adjustment of conditions in that turbulent country. The
he submitted
propositions which
through former Governor Lind, of
the personal represen.Minnesota,
tative whom he sent to the .Mexican
capital, have all been rejected with
thinly veiled scorn by the Mexican
dictator, and it must be confessed that
the .Mexican officials had the better of
the diplomatic exchange. The presi
dent's proposals were based upon in-- !
formation which has not been made
public by the administration. They included some statements of fact which
on the surface were easily controverted by the Mexicans, and nothing has
been published by the administration
tending to show that the Mexican
statement of the case was not correct.
Perstimably, the Wilson administra
tion had information which it believed
to be reliable on which it based the
statements of fact in the American
note. If that is true, the president is
no doubt not nearly so mucn uisuu
ed by the Mexican denial as ne niusi
be by the fact that such a denial ot
conditions in Mexico must inevit-p0Bably increase the menace in me already serious state of affairs.
The president knows that no responsible person in the United States
wants armed intervention in Mexico,
lie himself least of all. He no doubt
has a very clear understanding of the
perplexities and difficulties which such
intervention would thrust upou the
United States and upon him. He is
avowedly resolved to exhaust every
resource of patience before consenting to resort to force as the only possible means of settlement.
The fact is that American intervention in Mexico would mean many
months, and probably years, of
The real
guerrilla warfare.
trouble in Mexico is that a large number of irresponsible persons have obtained arms and have found that life
is easier by pillage than by toil. The
problem, therefore, that will face the
American army in case it is sent into
Mexico is that of disarming the Mexican populace. Peace will be restored
in Mexico only when the arms have
been taken from those who are now
using them for pillage and plunder under the guise of revolution. The military problem of capturing or dispersing the revolutionary or the government armies in Mexico would be of no
consequence, but to find and secure
the scattered rides would be a vast
the emundertaking, necessitating
ployment of a large army for a long
time. It would be a proDiem similar
to that which faced the army in the
Philippines after the disruption of the
A
jna,do governtnent and the dis
al Qf the insmT(,ctionary forces,
u- -
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HUBBV GETS RICE.
IT WAS GOOD DEED
BOARDER, GOODIES
SO SAYS JUDGE
paterson, X. .., Sept 4. It is not
a CI.jme t0 iu,Pp a barber shop open
on Sunday providing it is for the pur-tiu0r helping a man to go to church.
That was the ruling of Acting Record
er Lawrence, made in the police court
here today, when he dismissed a com-

plaint agants .lames Furito. The court
went even further than that. He delivered a dissertation on the subject,
commending the barber for his act.
The barber admitted that he had his
shop open last Sunday in violation of
a city ordinance, but said that there
was a reason. A customer, he said,
went to his place and asked to be
shaved.
Otherwise, the customer
said, he could not go to church.
"Cleaniless is next to godliness,"
quoted the court, "as we all know. If
the barber could help this man bo
good by shaving him and permitting
to go to church, he did a good deed,
and I am not the one to say him nay.
The case is dismissed."

THE GREATEST

Chicago, Sept. t. There are delightful advantages in being u star boarder
and some terrible disadvantages in
being a mere husband, according to
Otto .Marinkus, of South Woods street,
who told his troubles to Muncipal

Santa Fe Commanflery
No. 1, K. T. Regular
''onclave fourth Monday in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
p. m.

WESLEY O. CONNER, JK
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder,

(i. Woodford,

For
room,
sired.

,.

Rent nicely liirnislied front,
lioard in private family if de-- :
24- - Lower
Pa lac' Avenue.

.
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WANTF.D

doctor, company or corporaton
in mining camp. Pest reference.

E. C. Ii'.even
years' experience, hospital train-- I
ii.g. Address (.'. S. Skaggs, M. I)., No.
!l East Poplar St., J
larnsuurg, in.
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P. DAVIES,

Exalted Ruler,
C. H. WILSON.

Secretary,
Santa

Fe

Gamp
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meets second Tues13514,
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A Soluble Antiseptic Powder
as a remedy for mucous membrane affections, such as sore throat, nasal or
pelvic catarrh, inflammation or ulceration, caused by female ills? Women who
have been cured say "it is worth its
weight in gold. " Dissolve in water and
epply locally. For ten years the Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine in their private cor-

day each month, social meeting third
Tuesday at Fire- H man's Hall. Visit-Inf neighbors welcome.
respondence with women.
A. G. WHITT1ER. Consul.
For all. hygienic and toilet uses it has
A. E. P. ROBINSON,
Clerk.
no equal. Only 50c. a large box at Druggists or sent postpaid on receipt of price.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.

For quick results,
little "WANT."
AMERICA-FIND- ING

Brother,

2879,

(SWIM
WEBSTER'S

hood of American Yoemen,
Meets second
s
and fourth

the
at the

month
Fireman's Hall,
H. Foreman. R. L. Baca,
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
(

MHr

meets
Pythias
Second and

every
Fourth Friday of
the month at 8
o'clock p. m.
Meeting In K.
of P.
Hall over
Kaune's store.

All

visiting

Knights are most
cordially invited.
H. F. STEPHENS, C. C.
REINGARDT, K. of R. and S.
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INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dic-

Santa Fe Lodge
No. 2, Knights
of

Wilson-Underwoo-

tionary in many years.

Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowledge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Vae.
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us tell you about thi.3 most
remarkable single volume.
f?XgU

- V.JVS"

Write for sample
pap oa, iuu par
ticulars, etc.
Nome this
paper and

e

FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 259, holds Hi regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
Visiting brothers are invited and welcome.
BENITO ALARID, President
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.

.
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meets
regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
In Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothI
ers always welcome.
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
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EDWARD P. DAVIE8,
City Attorney.

A.

Capital City Bank Building,
RoomB
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ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. P.
Santa Fe Lodge
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Wort for the New Mexican. It ls
working for you, for Santa Fe and
P. O. E. the new state.
460, B.
holdt Its regular
leision on the second
fourth
and
Wednesday cf each Do you realize the fact that thousands ot
women we now using
1
month. V
lug
brothers are invited and welcome.
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DEATH HURTLING THROUGH AWFUL SPACE

The tariff debate in the senate has
found a new lease on life through the
MADE ON A WAGER discussion of the income tax provisbill,
ions in the
the strain of the long and heattinder
4.
N.
H
Benton Woods,
Sept.
the most ingrain
ed session,
Climbing to the summit of '.Mount standpatters
had grown weary of
v
asillllgtou over Lite uitnfceiuua u es- dragging out the contest with long-ti.
of the mountain railway late last ...
...
JI,.r.lcln,,n
......H III.
WlllUtlU UlBl
UMlona
i.,,..,. HI!
night, Mrs. W. G, Hanford and Mrs, conseiiuential
Considerable
details.
Beatrice Recknadel, of New York, acwas made in the handling of
complished a feat never before under- progress of
duty during the last few
taken, it is said, by women. The questions
ascent was made as the result of a days.
But the income tax has given a new
wager.
to the gab lest. It has servno
wind
impetus
and
With a high
blowing
a difference
lights to guide them, the task of the ed, also, to disclose
climbers in crossing over the lofty among the Democrats greater than
la.lrlor tvooflo
ronrrlorl 99 nllV lirOllllllt forth by PUTely tariff
It develops that there is a
extremely perilous. As son as
road officials heard that they had considerable element of radical
up the mountain, men with crats strongly in favor of amending
lanterns werese nt after them to dis- - the proposed income tax provision so
suade them from the attempt, but were at to very greatly increase the rate of
unable to overtake them until they tax to be levied on large incomes,There is an element among the sowere close to the summit.
also
The two women reached the moun- - called "progressive Republicans"
of
min ton ihn.it in o'clock hnvine cov- - it favor of this proposition. Some in- on
ered the distance of five miles in four them would like to see the tax
bours and a half. They remained at comes of $100,000 a year, or more.
the house there until morning, when raised to 10 per cent, or even aDove
Mrs. Hansford's husband arrived in that. An effort is now making to
motor car and took them back to feet a coalition between the Demo
crats and Republicans who are of this
their hotel.
mind on the income tax, bo as to
t
Get rid of the torment of rheumatism amend the bill if possible. The
are
you can do by ridding yourself ocratic leaders in the senate
of the cause. Weak and inactive kid-- ! somewhat worried over rue suuauou
4. Henry
neys allow uric acid poisons to remain and are talking of calling a caucus
111.,
Chicago,
Sept.
in the blopd and rheumatic
pains, and invoking the party rule to hold
observa-to
the
ascended
Korthagen
swollen and aching joints follow. Take their radical colleagues In line.
tcry of the Masonic Temple the other
Foley Kidney Pills to ease you of thej
view
currency bill day. From the lofty platform the
The administration
pain and torment. They will positivewas fascinating.
kid- after
the
discusof
build
and
weeks
up
three
permanently
ly
nearly
a mirit f ..vi.itnrinn -- oi.ert hi,,,
neys, restore their normal action and sion, has finally been approved by the
out
of
the
Down
to
acid
the
uric
there men and women wer.3
163
of
vote
keep
crystals
Democratic caucus by a
ilood and body. Try them. The Capi- 9. No amendments were adopted by scurrying about, driven by humdrum
tal Pharmacy.
the caucus which materially changed cares, vexed by disease and fear, oi
the important provisions of the bill as following petty pleasures. Two milit came from the committee on bank- lion people in an ant hill! And he sat
A SKY MISSILE
and currency. It is expected that there in lofty superiority, far above
PIERCES HIS HAT ing
the house will take it up for consider- them all.
The spirit of space had touched his
ation promptly and that, it will be
Philadelphia Sept4. J. C. Milligan, passed within a comparatively short fancy. His spirit took wings. He was
of High Bridge, N, J., was painfully time. After agreeing to the bill the no longer conscious of his body. He
hurt, but had a remarkable escape caucus adopted a resolution declaring was poised in the air he could flot
from death here today when he was it a party measure and pledging the and soar in his ecstasy and the
struck by a seven foot bar of angle members of the caucus to support the spirit beckoned him out out
iron that fell from the hands of a line- bill to its final passage without
A dentist smoking an after lunch
man on top of a telegraph pole.
amendment, except that the commitat the open window of the
The bar was pointed at one end like tee on bankitlg ana currency may cigarette
tenth story saw a human form flash
a spear. Mimgan was crossing a siae bring in amendments if they see fit.
past, followed by a hat.
walk when the bar fell. It went
he said,
"There goes another!
straw
his
of
rim
the
grazhat,
through
Foley Kidney Pills cure obstinate
ed his face, scratched his chest and cases of kidney and bladder trouble, Then there was a sound below like
of a paper bag.
passed through his trousers' leg, tear- rheumatism
and lumbago, because the popping
ing holes where it entered and left. they remove the cause. You can not
He was the latest victim of thq
The flesh of his leg was ripped open take this honest curative medicine
for about six inches.
into your system without getting the death lure that lurks in high places.
him had leaped from that
Milligan, who Is 63 years old, was right results. Try them. The Capital Many before
tall Temple, and many w'll follow him.
visiting relatives in Easton.
Pharmacy.

City.

Santa Fe Lodge of Per
fection No. 1, 14th de-Tllp healing demulcent qualities of
gree. Aucient and Ac- - :Fn tHVv Honev and Tar Compound are
cepted Scottish Rite of! not duplicated in any other medicine
Free Masonry meets on for concha and colds. Any substitute
;we tnira Monday or each month at ()ff, ,,.,,, yon ls un inferior article. Re- y:30 o ciock in me evening in tne isew fuse to accept it for it can not proCathedral.
Visiting Scottish Rite duce the healing and soothing effect
Masons are cordially invited to attend. of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
E. C. ABBOTT, 32,
Insist upon the genuine, which conVenerable Master. tains no opiates. The Capital PharCHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
macy,

Judge Sabath.
for
Marlinkus had been arrested
landing on the jaw of Constant Bltich-er- ,
the boarder, following a quarrel
over the respective rights of husband EDWARD
and boarder.
Martinkus siad that the way things
had been running al his house "got
his goat," and he didn't propose to
stand it any longer.
Judge Sabath ordered llluoher to
get away from the house as soon
possible.

DEATH LURE IN

H. P.

ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Secretary.

g.

gentle-actin-

last time, was my worst.
Us ingredients have a mild, tonic
I had dreadful
nervous headaches and
effect, on the womanly constitution.
prostration, and was scarcely able to
Cardui makes for increased strength,
walk about. Could not do any of my
improves the appetite, tones up the nerhousework.
vous system, and helps to make pale,
1 also
had dreadful pains in my back
sallow cheeks, fresh and rosy.
and
of
those weak,
when one
and sides
Cardui has helped more than a million
sinking spells would come on me, I weak
women, during the past 50 years.
would have to give up and lie down,
It will surely do for you, what it has
off.
until it wore
done for them. Try Cardui today.
I was certainly
in a dreadful state of
Write to: Chattanooga Medicine Co., Ladies' Adhealth, when I finally decided to fry visory Dept.. Oiaitanooea. tern., for Siievinl In
I

Six room house, furnish-I- .
Apply to David S.

t'tl or uiil'iiniislu-

Santa Fe Chapter No
FOR SALE Two young ponies for
1, R. A. M.
Regular
second either riding or driving. Phone Frank
convocation
Main 50.
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. in.
and
SALIC
Two
FOR
horses
i. A. MASSIE,
cheap,
agon. An Oliver Typewriter

1

Caidui. the woman's tonic, and

For Rent

j

1

fattened up, and grew so much
Pleasant Hill, N. C "I suffered for stronger in three months, felt like anthree summers," writes Mrs. Walter other person altogether."
Vincent, of this town, "and the third and
Cardtti is purely vegetable and

j

Ask yoordrorel"t forv
It. It ne cannoi sup-nlthe MARVEL,
accept no other, but
send stamp for book.

would have died if

Lodge

No. 1, A. F, & A. M
rooms.
FOR RENT:! furnished
communiRegular
Apply 16 Grant Ave.
cation flnt Monday
of each month at
good cook. Mrs. A. S.
Wanted,
at llruolfi'S, VI Grant Ave.
Masonic Hall

began taking Cardui, I was
greatly helped, and all three bottles relieved me entirely.
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Every Woman

Montezuma

it

fa

cent Was Unable to Attend to

I

WANTS

MASONIC.

WALK ABOUT
Any of Her Housework.

NEWS OF THE STATE
Refugees Coming.
The town the last week has been
Tilled with Mexican refugees who have
come over the line and have taken the
train for El Paso and other placets ii.
the state. Host, of these who have
come out are the families of those who
fear illtreatment, of Villa and his soldiers. It Is difficult to learn the real
cause of their leaving but is reported
that it is unsafe for them to remain
in the vicinity of the army. Columbus
Courier.

COULD SCARCELY

BY

CHANGED.

when taken systematically and for any period of time. It is not a"cure-all,- "
but has given uniform satisfaction for over forty years, being designed for
the Mingle purpose of curing woman's peculiar ailments.

druggists or send 50 one-cestamps for a box of Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription Tablets.
Ad. Dr. R.V. Pierce, Buffalo, N.Y.

APPROVED

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES!

MAJORITY OF THE PEOPLE

-T- ARIFF DEBATE HAS

FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION
Sold in liquid form or tablet

POLICY
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

4, 1913.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

Effective January

Q. W. PRICHARD,

1st, 1912.

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.

passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-offwith
Albuquerque
train for Clovlt and ver.os Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
No. 3 carries

tjfr

"

j

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbeund carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 1:35 p.

.

-

& S. F. R'Y

TIME TABLE

17-1- 8

Santa Fe, New Mexico

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Lav- .
Practices in all the District Court!
When the fabled lorelei was to the
hcatman of the Rhine, what ihe Sirens and gives special attention to case
were to the ancient Greeks, the spirit before the State Supreme Court.
of pnee is to modern city dwellers Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. II
when they suddenly find themselves
looking down from high places.
Chat. F. Eailey, . Chai, H. E alley
Every great building numbers its
EASLEY A EA'iLEY,
victims. The Washington monument
aw.
Attorneys-a- t
has iron bars in its windows to keep
Practice In the Courts and
visitors from leaping out. So has the Land
Department.
Bunker Hill monument. But on the
Land grants and t!tle examined.
roofs of skyscraprs there can be no Santa Fe, N. ii., branch Office, Ettu
'
such protection, j
cia, N. M.
Tn nnp vpar nirlv n rlrwan nprsnn
'
tQ
th fn)m Chl
haye ,e
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Masonic Templf. It is coming to
Dentist.
the greatest death-hirin AmerOvr Spitz Jewelry Stor. ...
ica,
Room 1, 2 and I.
Why do pef.ple jump to death from
Phone Red 6.
here?
m.
Office Hours 8 a. ra. to I
"A suicide mania," some alienists
And by Appointment
call it.
"The fear of height," say others.
It will not pay you To waste your
The evolutionists say it is the ling- cring instinct to fly, inherited from n time writing out your legal forms
far distant time when we were like when you can get them already print
birds or bats or flying lizards that ea" Bt tne New Mexican Printing com
the forgotten impulse of millions of can.
years ago suddenly surges up and
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
drives us to destruction.
But the spirit of space does not ex working for you, for Santa Fe and
'the new state.
plain. She only smiles.

T,

m.

;

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 11:30
a. m.

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.
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"The milliner"

Auto Delivery Every Hour!
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Another car of that famoui EMPRESSLOURTThe" best
money
will ouy, try it. A coupon
packed in every sack good for valuable
and
besides
premiums,
this we are going to give to the boy or girl under 15 years of age. who collects the most of these couoons
up to
15th
a $30.00 blcycla and to the next highest a watch.
September
Boys and girls get busy, gat your mother and your
neighbors to
use EMPRESS FLOUR.

Phone No. I

4, 1913.

!

Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Auto Delivery Every Hour

SEPTEMBER

what is generally known as the bound-- !
house has been renovated with new
ary suit and has for its object the de-- j
HATS
Beats and an attendance of 100 is ex- - NEW STYLISH
termining of the boundary between
pected. He is working also to open a
and Texas, between An-- CIIDDflCrn
rlDPTD I 111 kindergarten here in Ward l.
ALLEGED AUTO THIEVES New Mexico
IN SATIN AND WHITE FELT.
thony. X. M., and a point about twolOUll UOtU I UIiUlIi Uil
Zook's Benzoin, Witch Hazel and
I liousands
miles above KI l'aso.
of
Vlmoud Cream are fine for sunburn
They are Swell, at
futile aei'ta in the Hio Grande valley
ARE ARRESTED
DER ARREST IN MASS. 'and windhurn. Take a bottle with jva
are claimed by both states, and thereIon Sour vacation.
fore no good title can be given to the
OUR BARGAIN COUNTERS ARE
ts lid by either slate.
Dc.cn i cn ir.AiM for eiTim.
The taking of
IBA
H.
AND
LEO
ARE
WHO
J.
SAID
A9AIR,
BRRRETT
STEVE
TO HAVE FORGED
ALLEGED
testimony will commence sometime
day s big event, n. salmon.
TO HAVE STOLEN AN AUTO FROM DEN-- i this month and will
J. W. COX'S NAME TO SEVERAL CHECKS
probably occupy
several weeks, possibly months.
ARE UNDER
IBA AT
VER,
ARREST,
IS ARRESTED AFTER MONTH CHASE! moderate.
Fit guaranteed. Call an.!
IN SANTA
ALBUQUERQUE AND ADAIR
Water Applications.
0UTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
3,000 MILES FROM SCENE OF FORGERY j
T
Two water applications have been
FE.
sales y Chaves, aged 93 years, and one
filed with the state engineer
today,
No request had been made on the of the oldest residents of Santa Fe,
(and both are rather extensive propo
governor for requisition papers up to died this morning at. 6 a. m. at his WIN THE $10.00 IN GOLD. N. SAL- I.eo Adair, who with
H. 1Ih jg'sitions:
noon
in t,le case oE Steve Bart-!ca- r home on Canyon road. He leaves sur- MON.
Jof
Allen
Clyde
Loyd, Quay county,
'alleged to have stolen a Studebaker
arrested in Fall River, Mass., on viving him one son, Fidencio Gon
Merchant's Meeting This Evening- from A. S Carter of Denver, on! asks for five second feet from
of forgery. The Alhuquer-- i
zales, and three daughters. The fun- - Every merchant in the city should
August 14th. was taken into custodv ancos creek for the irrigation of X)0i nuecharge
Herald yesterday says as follows eral ararngements are in
charge of the make u hlg aDsolute busilless to be
vesterday afternoon' on the white acres of land, and Ralph J. Freeland.l
me u,e.
ranch between Rowe and Kulton on " Albert, Union county, asks for 3,000
Wagner undertaking establishment. on hand this evening at S o'clock
sharp
Steve Barrett, who obtained $1,030 and interment will take place tomorthe Santa Fe railroad, by Mounted iacre feet yearly from the Alamosa.
at the chamber of commerce rooms.
Policeman Gus Hunler and Gus Koch creek, sometimes called Alamoncitos by forging the name of John W. Cox, row morning at 6 o'clock.
2.0IIO
acres. a prominent stock raiser of Datil, N.
of the mounted police office. Adair and creek, for the irrigation of
Wanted fifty men for board and It will be the meeting where you can
M., to checks drawn on the State Na- room.
the automobile was brought to this
Six dollars per week. Plaza cast your vote as to whether you
General Manager Fox Coming.
tional bank of Albuquerque, is in jail Cafe.
want to continue business methods of
has
city, and Mr. Carter of Denver,
F. C. Fox, general manager of the in Fall River, Mass., having been arbeen
notified. Adair was located
Phone your lish order tomorrow, An- 2) years ago or the modern and
methods of today. Whether
through his partner, Iba, who is under A. T. & S. F., with headquarters at rested there yesterday afternoon by drews.
arrest at Albuquerque. It appears that Amarillo, will be in the city early to- Pinkerton detectives, who have been
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND you have signed the membership list
the car broke down, and Iba went to morrow, according to a telegram re on his trail for a month,
BK STJRK.
or not, come anyway and hear what is
Barrett has confessed his wrong- Frcnk Bond Replies Chairman A. going on and learn for yourself whethAlbuquerque to get repairs, while ceived today by the state corporation
Adair remained with the car. He had commission, and has asked for an in- doing, according to advices received Seligman of the county road commis- er you can afford to be lax in this
been in camp there two days, and formal hearing. The commission is by the State National here and is sioners, has receiver a letter from matter. This move directly affects
had constructed a brush hut, which not advised as to the subjects that willing to return to New Mexico at County Commissioner Frank Bond of the pocket book of every business
once without extradition.
When ar-- i Rio Arriba county, stating that the man in Santa Fe. Will you be with
he had furnished with the cushions will be brought up by Mr. Fox.
from the seats in the car and was parested Barrett had practically the roads in his county will be repaired us?
'entire $1,030, which lie secured on the in time to help the motorists who will
tiently awaiting the return of his part- SUPREME COURT DECIDES
TWO APPEALED DITCH CASES worthless checks. Part of the money: swoop down on New Mexico Septem-ner, when the officers here were no-- .
NEW RACE BEING DEVELOPED
A ditch case from Bernalillo county
Fall River hank ber 17. It has been planned to have
was on deposit in
.';fird, they were told the story of the
TO RULE THE WORLD.
in- from Raton and
and Barrett had $100 in currency and them go
swing
waiting for repairs, and told Adair up land another from Valencia, both
the
circle drive touch- on their arrival that they were fromlvolvi"S the same lestions and both $200 in traveler's checks on his
Chicago, 111., Sept, 4. A new race
a earatre and had been sent out bv his having to do with the pueblo of Is- - son. It is expected that Sheriff Emil ing at Taos and Santa Fe.
su15 DAYS CASH SALE
$10.00 IN oi Aryan stock, which is destined to
.Tames, of Socorro county, will leave
partner. According to the story told leta, have been decided by the
court. In both the lower court for the east at once and bring Barrett GOLD FOR THE ONE THAT PUR- rule the world, is developing on the
by the officers, Adair says he and his preme
was affirmed. Chief Justice Roberts back to New Mexico.
CHASES THE MOST GOODS ON Pacific coast, according to prominent
partner started out in the car for an
cases are as folN. SALMON.
SATURDAY.
theosophists from all parts of the
evening's joy ride, and while on the dissenting. The
the
Barrett
of
The
by
capture
Suit for $32,000 Damages Matilda country, who gnthered here today tn
road concluded to just keep going. lows:
is
considered
Pinkertons
especially
in
Pueblo of Isleta. Plaintiff
Krror,
has filed a suit in the attend the opening of the twenty sevThe Albuquerque Herald has the folvs. Frederick Tondre, et al., Defend- clever work because of the fact that local district court against Clara D. enth
annual meeting of the American
lowing to say about the arrest there:
is believed
whose
name
real
Barrett,
"Iba arrived here a short time ago ant in Error. Error to district court, to be Edward T. Brown, was until True and Mary T. Bryan for $32,000 Section of the Theosophisical society,
and went to work as a waiter in the Bernalillo county.
on damages for defamation of character which will hold daily sessions until
vs. J. within the last, year employed
Sturges' restaurant to, raise enough A. Pueblo of Isleta, Appellant,
west and slander. The complaint is a very next Monday.
middle
the
in
railroads
various
Picard. et al., Appellee.
Appeal as a
lengthy one and goes into the alleged
motley to get the car accessories.
One of the principal matters to be
special agent and detective and causes
of the slander in detail. Mrs.
He talked freely about having a car from Valencia county.
use
with
criminals
methods
familiar
considered is the development of the
Bolh the above cases involve thej
filed
has
Stevenson
also
suits
on the road." When arrested he had
against
same questions. The first of the in covering up their tracks.
society's 15 acre tract at Klatona,
Clara D. True and Mary T. Bryan
just sold a gun and purchased a pair
Barrett case
of
details
the
The
now used as the headquarters
of
cases
above
involves
the
validity
for
of inner tubes for the car. Iba at first
grow- - Calif.,
dividually
alleged
damages
in
a yellow back.
Early
out of the water situation in the for the organization and bought two
denied his guilt but as he answered a proceeding for a condemnation of a read like
ing
for an irrigation ditch the spring Barrett drifted into
years ago at a cost of $100,000. School
the description in the hands of the
valley,
where he was at first em- Espanola
Corn Puffs, the new breakfast food has
opened for the cult with 'id
chief accurately, he soon got in such through the J;mds of the plaintiff in
ployed by Cole Railston, manager of at Andrews.
volunteer workers. The ultimate plan
IIUK""m"
hot water that there was nothing to """'' """"
iuii-ai
u Mngs were Instituted by defendant in the B Cross T Cattle company on the Any kind of nursing bottle you want is to use Klatonia, which is in the
uu u.,t
uui mane a i.it:aii
uis itil. lie
Railston ranch, six miles west of
is being held here pending his return error for the purpose of securing a
municipal boundaries of Los Angeles,
Barrett later worked for .1. nipples of all styles, brushes, baby for
and a head gate, taking town.
the
of a colony which
to the Denver authorities.
the water from the Rio Grande river W. Cox, on the Cox ranch , sixty foods, talcum powders and the most is to beorganization
the nucleus of a new race or
A reward of $50 was off Ted some
to
While work- careful prescription department
at a point of diversion different, from miles from Magdalena.
physical type in America which the,UI
",,u (that which had formerly been employ ing for Mr. Cox, Barrett stole a check help baby when ill. Zook's.
u,c7al
IF YOU ARE WISE
BUY THE osophists believe is now forming in
iur u.e car aioae. iwr. warier was ;ed fof lat purpose. Tne proceedings book, which Mr. Cox believed he had
ue.c
aaiu.uav. .,mB Duiiuay,iregulted
Barrett sold a saddle to M. MOST GOODS ON SATURDAY AND this country.
itne condemnatlon 0f the mislaid.
mm m.erv.eweu Luier medium in tne
,,and and the payment into COUI.t of the Cox and received in exchange three
L"M """B
amount awarded in that proceeding. checks, totalling $50 two of them
Tne SPCon(' of ",e above; cases was an being for $9 each. Barrett accommoREPORTED SALES AND
e(JU,ty proceedng for an injunction to datingly raised the $9 checks to read
ACTUAL ASSE; MENTS.
jre8train alleged trespass by reason of $90 and secured the cash on them at
The Roswell Record of September 2 the operation of the new ditch the Bank of Magdalena. With the
the following item:
check book which he had stolen at the
structed over the
a deal consummated yes-jein the condemnation proceedings Cox ranch and a specimen of Mr. Cox's
signature, which is a peculiar one and
terday the Penasco. Sheep company, above referred to.
of which J. E. and J. W. Rhea and Elextremely difficult to imitate, Barrett
Judgment of the court below
made out a half dozen checks. The
i WViito rf thia ntv ara tlio nrlnni. firmed. Chief .UitUce Roberts
forgery of Mr. Cox's signature was perpal stockholders, purchased a total of senting,
fect and the bank tellers in MagdaSYUABUS.
95,000 sheep from Fritz Brink.
One
Chapter 49. Laws 190T, does not lena and Socorro, where the checks
half of the sheep are wethers and the
others are ewes. The sheep are to re8lte community acequias prior were cashed, were deceived by them.
he nlaceri on the Pennsco Sheen com- to lne Passage or ine aci as u uie The checks, after being cashed, were
right to change the point of diversion turned over to the State National bank
pany's ranch in the Hope country.
'from the stream Into such acequias. in Albuquerque. At the State Nation
"Fritz Brink has also disposed of
2. Said chapter authorizes the en al the forged checks passed without
S000 lambs to an Illinois feeder to be
larging of an old community acequia suspicion. It was not until August 2,
delivered the last of October."
condemnation proceedings.
when Mr. Cox received his monthly
The item above reproduced shows by
statement from the State National,
that Mr. Brink evidently has been the
that the Barrett forgeries were
Trial, Sept. 9th.
owner lately of more than 100,000
Trhiidad C. de Baca returned last
for
sold
lambs
the
sheep, including
night from Albuquerque whither he
feeders. The Chaves county tax rolls had gone to attend the preliminary
auditof
of
office
the
the
in
traveling
hearing in the Cases of F. V. Lanham
show that Mr. Bri.ik returned for tax- - and F. A. Doran, charged with shootation 52S0 head t.t sheep, personal ing quail out of season. He states
Fresh Oysters the first of the seaproperty valued at $400 and real es-- i that the trial of the case was set for
ti:te valued at $2240. There is a pos- - Tuesday Sept. 9th at Roswell, the al- son at Andrews'.
A Nobby Line of Fall and Winter
sibility, say some of those around the leged shooting having occurred in
suitings and overcoats at Muralter's
capital, that Mr. Brink's sale of 95,000 Chaves county.
The Episcopal Guild will meet with
head was a misstatement on the part
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Mrs. Frank Clancy on Friday afterDona Ana Rolls Arrive.
Phone 12.
of the Record and there is also the
Lacking just three days of being two noon, September 5, vt 2:30 o'clock.
possibility that Mr. Brink has been a
Good home cooking, quick service
large purchaser of sheep sinec he re-- ! months late, and arriving weeks after
turned his property for taxation, It is every other county in the state had at the Plaza Cafe.
IN
PRICES ARE CUT LOWER
also possible that some of the sheep its lists in, the Dona An acounty tax
were returned for taxation in another rolls showed up at the traveling audi- EVERY DEPARTMENT FOR SATtor's oifice this morning. The state URDAY'S BIG DAY. N. SALMON.
county than Chaves.
Vou will find mazy good smokes In
board of equalization can now get
down to hard work on the multitude our cigar case.
No trouble 'to select
Weds.
Vegas Attorney
of appealed tax cases before it.
the particular size, shape and shade
Word was received in Las Vegas
MODERN AND
you like. Zook's.
yesterday concerning the marriage of Can't Afford to Have
Ycu never go wrong in placing your
Trouble
Kidney
Ga..
last
in
Elmer E. Veeder
Atlanta,
ALWAYSJJPJO-DATNo man with a family to support fish order with the Modern
market,
week.
Mr. Veeder was married on
262, Frank Mourer, proprietor.
phone
afford
can
to
nor
have
trouble,
kidney
last Tuesday to Mrs. Sarah Logan, of
LARGE LOBBY
Ladies' Aid Meets The Ladles' Aid
need fear it with such a remedy at
Atlanta, Ga. Mr. and Mrs. Veeder are hand as
of
the
church
Presbyterian
society
honPills.
An
AND
Foley
VERANDAS
Kidney
expected to return to Las Vegas the est medicine, safe
and reliable, costing w ill meet with Mrs. Alvan N. White on
first part of next week. Mr. Veeder little but
doing much good, Foley Kid- Friday afternoon next at 3 o'clock.
COMFORTABLE PORCH
is a member of the firm of Veeder &
Keep Your Eye on Andrews bargain
ney Pills eliminate backache and rheuSWINGS and ROCKERS
a
is
and
prominent matism, tone up the system and re- table.
Veeder, attorneys,
Democrat.
Have that old iron made new.
store normal action of kidneys and
Service and Cuisine
bladder. The Capital Pharmacy.
Gnagey & Ervien.
the Best in the City
The Boundary Suit.
FOR RENT Five room modern
Ample facilities for large
and small banquets, tj
William E. Baker, of Los Cruces,
f
It will not pay you to waste you! house one and
blocks from
has been appointed as the commis time writing out your legil forms plaza. Joseph B. Hayward.
sioner of the state of New Mexico to when you get them already printed
Mr. Conway
At Madrid County
net jointly with a commissioner from at the New Mexican Printing; Com School Superintendent John V. Conthe state of Texas to take testrmony oaay.
way has arranged to open the schools
AMERICAN PLAN
SPECIAL RATES
in the case of the state of New Mexico
al Madrid next Monday with Miss
Room With Bath, $3.00 Up.
vs. the state of Texas, in the supreme
BY THE WEEK
New Mexican Want
Ads always Minnie Brems as principal and Lillian
Room Without Battf. $2.25 Up.
court of the United States. This is bring results. Try it.
He says the
Hammer, assistant.
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We have the Nobbiest Decorative I
Iron Fences, Gates and Railings.

on your wants. Our prices are right.
VYYVYYYVYYYVYYYYYYYYVYV

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
Everything In Hardware
WM. ILFELD.'

V.

'

a

j

e

d

LET US FIGURE

LUDWICi

j

H. WICKHAM

right-of-wa-

j

,i.

right-of-wa- y

WHOLESALE

j

AND RETAIL

"7B"

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sols Agtnts For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ALFALFA

SEED.

kinds of flowers, garden

All

&

con-prin-

field seeds in bulk and packages

right-of-wa- y

jL

award-"Throug-

d

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

-

Phone Black

45

Phone B,ack

LEO HERSCH

45

-

I

i

LOCAL ITEMS.

The Hardware Man Says

NOW!

Always Stop

:

Be it for "Choring," "Fishing," "Camping or
Prowling" the RELIABLE HARDWARE STORE have made it one of their duties
,i

Llfs to supply the early risers of this community with the very best
and most up-t- date ihing ir. the Lantern line. They handle the kind
that gives steady, bright light, is easy to light, clean, rewick and
does not blow out tn the gale, smoke nor leak.
All the way from 50c to $2.50.
By the way do you need anything for the Stable? Salt Bricks for
your Horses and Cows.
Remember It pays to get It at
o

The Reliable Hardware Store, My Home.

Apples and
Crab Apples

at the Ancient City's Pride,
E

one-hal-

HOTEL DE VARGAS

I

Are You Interested in a Guaranteed Investment ?
A few years ago any residence lot in this city coulcnhave been
bought for two hundred dollars. Recently these same lots sold for
from $600 to $1,250. A few days ago, a certain businessman who
has been here for thirty years, and has paid for the property he occupied several times over in rentals, bought the place, but paid
about four times more than he could have got it for at thewutset.
citizens have READ THE CARDS and
Many of our
purchased beautiful residence lots on Don Diego Heights and are
now planning to build themselves homes on this splendid, Well- planned avenue, all of which will be on th NEW OLD SANTA FE PLAN.
.

far-seei- ng

A SMALL
YOU

PAYMENT DOWN AND $10 A MONTH
IN AS YOUR OWN LANDLORD.

WILL

START

SEE AT ONCE

Such an opportunity to secure a fine lot close in and at a price
will not be had again for many a day. Only
a few of the lots closest in and on the new water main remain to
be sold. Special prices, special terms, selected patrons, time payments, no interest, no taxes, beautiful,
avenue, alstreet
houses
leys, magnificent vistc,
straight,
straight, sidewalks
and shade trees straight. Still, we will have in its truest sense,

that we can .all afford

5

Off

ForCasti

well-plann- ed

THE NEW OLD SANTA FE PLAN.

mi A. BISHOP or W. N. T0WNSEND

OFFICE OF O. C. WATSON & CO.
Telephone 189 J.

